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The Guardians

• The Guardians •
Plume Blanche

IIna and Maël are guardians. They protect the world
from the Tenebris, the evil forces. Luckily, the latter have
diminished considerably since the disappearance of the
Enchanters, their undisputed masters. Only, Evil never
completely disappears.

«The author, Sandra Moyon, has a fluid and catchy
writing style that transports us from beginning to
end.»

• 15 € • • 10-2021 • • 276 pages • • 15.5x22cm •
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The Eternal Te Rangi

• The Eternal Te Rangi •
Plume Blanche

From a prince of heaven, he became an immortal human being, condemned to hatred of men and
never to wear his wings again. Neham has lost all hope of one day returning to his former existence...
until this unexpected encounter. She promises him redemption. She guarantees him to offer his heavenly
form back... If he agrees to join her to fight against Kitsune, gangrene of this world, responsible for
all its evils.
•

• 15 € •

An adventure with a tasty mix of
mythologies

• 11-2021 •

• 240 pages •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

• Mélodie Smacs •
Mélodie Smacs is a novelist and short story writer. Moderator, then administrator for the forum
L’atelier des Scribtonautes since 2016, she juggles between creatures of the imagination and
real life.
Plume Blanche
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The Master’s Saga
Volume 1: Master of Winter
Jack Frost has a plan. For centuries, he has only been around for
a few weeks in December, making sure that winter goes smoothly
before going back to sleep. But this year, he plans to confront
the Guardian and change the course of his life forever. But his
encounter with the girl in the red cap will turn all his plans
upside down.

English sample on demand
•

A 4 books saga presenting the adventure of the Master of
Seasons taking place around the world
• An author active on networks with many readers
• A rewriting of the Jack Frost myth
• 600 copies presales before publication
• Rights sold in Canada
« In summary, a novel full of gentleness, love, will, friendship and discoveries. Meet this unlikely couple and the magic that comes from it. You will not leave unharmed and above all you
will have plenty of stars in your eyes» Lire une passion

« The author plays with the reader’s heart and conveys emotions accurately. The rhythm is soft
and intense at the same time. The delicate and poetic nib is very pleasant to follow and leads the
reader to a magical conclusion.» Booknote comment

• 15 € •

• 12-2021 •

• 252 pages •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

• Djenny Bergiers •
Djenny Bergiers grew up in Namur, Belgium. A blog was born from it and is, to
this day —ten years later — still fed by conscientious chronicles. Djenny is now
realizing his greatest dream: the publication of his first novel: The Winter Obstacles. Her next novel is currently being published.

• Plume Blanche •
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Systra

• Systra •
Plume Blanche

Shaken by the violence of climatic conditions, the extinction of thousands of species and the depletion
of its resources, the Earth is crying out in alarm. Faced with this distress and in a last hope of
survival, humans establish new social arrangements. If America sees bloody purges, Europe announces
the creation of the Systra law.
Callie is born in this world. An intelligent girl, loved by her parents, her destiny changed with the arrival
of her forbidden little sister, Kaya. Thus, the Systra law is applied: the children will be separated,
raised far from their parents, according to very different customs, only to meet again a few years later:
the day when they will have to face each other.
Only one must remain. The other must disappear. Forever

• 20 € •

• 01-2022 •

• 432 pages •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

• Marine Stengel •
Born in 1992 in the south of France, it was not until 2014 that Marine began writing her first novel, once
expatriated in Spain. She has been trying her hand at fantasy reading and has started various projects
with the aim of sharing her writings with her future readers. Her imagination is her best weapon, and
her worlds and universes have become a passion that she continues to work on every day.
Plume Blanche
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Cursed
Temporary Cover

• Cursed •
Plume Blanche

The city of Lyales lives to the rhythm of magic. It feeds the daily life of its inhabitants for the care, the
cooking, the movements... Nihile, Elisa is insensitive to magic. In this world where her future prospects
are limited, she finds happiness with Nathanaël, a master decryptor. However, his brutal death plunges
the young woman into deep distress because she is now the vessel of a thousand-year-old demon who
dreams of destroying the city and all its inhabitants.

• 18 € •

• 02-2022 •

• 300 pages •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

• C. Sizel •
C. Sizel has spent hours reading The Belgariad, Harry Potter, The
Fionavar and numerous fanfiction books. Inspired by her travels
and reading, she gave birth to Identities.

Plume Blanche
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• Angel Arekin •

Ruin

• Ruin •
Plume Blanche

The legend speaks of Ruin, a sword of incredible power that could only be unearthed by the reincarnation
of its holder.
While the kingdoms of Cairne and Erenn watch the prophecy carefully, the dangerous Queen of Cairne
decides to provoke destiny by sending her High Sherf to the lands of her enemy, even if it means causing
bloodshed and chaos on his way, in order to bring back the child. The chosen one who will be able to
wield the sword.

•

In the Universe of the Deathbearer (50.000 copies sold)
• Best selling author
• Medevial fantasy
• Quest
• 20 € •

• 06-2022 •

• 324 pages •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

• Angel Arekin •
Angel Arekin spends her time between her family, work, books, movies and
friends. Her first series: The Deathbearer as been sold over 50.000 copies.
Plume Blanche
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100 days of night

• 100 days of night•
Plume Blanche

Since the appearance of these strange domes of fogs, the USSR and the United States left space of
the eyes to launch out in a new form of conquest. My brother is the first pilot to be chosen to try a
breakthrough. This event is already shaping up to be historic. I am so proud of him. My hero. Our
hero, all of us. Well, that was before he discovered some terrible secrets... before the countdown to our
lives began.

•

• 15 € •

Right sold in French Canada
• Option in French audio

• 08-2022 •

• 228 pages •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

• Elisa M. Poggio •
Elisa M. Poggio is a graphic designer. After writing two short stories for the
Malpertuis publishing house, she decided to write her first fantasy novel.
Plume Blanche
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Thiziri

• Thiziri •
Plume Blanche

Thiziri is called «White» by her relatives because she was born an albino in this hostile world. The Elders tell that the
Ekomers have invaded the earth and changed the genetic code of all the fauna and flora. Now recluse under a dome, the
humans protect themselves from an aggressive fauna and a living flora, at the boot of the Ekomers. Thiziri is a Reaper,
she hunts and feeds her people. Well... that’s her life until she discovers this vast ocean which should not be in the middle
of the African continent... Then, one day, she escapes from the ceremony of commemoration of her people, which is
formally forbidden, and she sees it. This planet close to theirs... then she understands: the Ancients lied to them, they are
not on Earth... and if the invaders were not the invaders she always believed?

•

Best selling author (+ 100.000 copies sold.)
• In Line with Avatar of James Cameron
• 20 € •

• 11-2022 •

• 372 pages •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

key words:
• Alexiane
de Lys •
At just 20 years old, Alexiane de Lys published
Fantasy her first novel, «Les Ailes d’émeraude»
(2014), which won the France Loisirs Rebelion
Nouvelles Plumes Imagination Prize. It was to distract her sister, who had left to study inmagic
another city, that this science fiction and dystopia
enthusiast took up writing.
Young Adult
Plume Blanche
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Headline
• Headline •
Plume Blanche

Alex is an aspiring journalist. A journalist who hasn’t had her
first real story yet. Cora, her best friend, is a cop. But now, the
corpses of young women are starting to pile up. Nothing seems
to connect them, yet they all wear a mysterious red bracelet on
their wrist. Together, they embark on an investigation in the
supernatural neighborhood...

•

• 18 € •

• 02-2021 •

Sold in Canada

• 300 pages •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

• The Forgotten •
Plume Blanche
250 years after World War IV, only a few cities manage to remain,
protecting their population thanks to the domes separating them
from the rest of the world. Every year, the New Global Order
determines the future of all the sixteen-year-old. And every year,
some of them disappear. They are called the Forgotten.
Eléa’s best-friend is one of them.
•

More than 11.000 copies sold •
• Sold in Canada
• Sold in Club

• 19,99 €•

• 09-2015•

• 332 pages •

Dystopia - YA
• 15.5cm x 22cm •

«We are in the heart of the action and above all, we really feel the feelings of the characters
deep down. We know what they’re thinking, what they’re going to do, how they’re going to
do it.» - Babelio’s opinion

• Plume Blanche •

• Léna Jomahé •

• Breakdown •
Plume Blanche

Addy is young, beautiful, and the heir of the American kingdom.
Unfortunately, she has a fatal disease, the Vital Organs Breakdown.
Her only hope would be a transplant, but this will mean stealing
someone else’s life. Julian is a smart boy, but subversive. Born in the
slum, he is ready to do everything to take down the royal family.
They shouldn’t have met.
•

Sold in Club

«A young adult that moved me to tears. I hoped, so
much hoped. I screamed, cried, raged, growled... In
short, this page-turner is a real little treasure!»
Babelio’s opinion

• 18 € •

• 05-2020 •

• 312 pages •

Dystopia - YA
• 15.5cm x 22cm •

• Blood Witch•
Plume Blanche
Erika is an ordinary student, well almost! Unpredictable, childish
and full of sarcastic humor, it is with surprise that a man who
knows her comes to see her one night. Quickly, she learns that she is
a witch! But the good news doesn’t stop there! She could hardly get
used to the idea, that she dies. Turned into a vampire by someone
close to her, she now has to tame her uncontrollable powers. If only
no one was trying to kill her....
•
•

Bit-Litt
• 20 € •

• 04-2019 •

More than 5.000 copies sold
Soon available in audiobook

• 516 pages •

• 15.5x 22cm •

«The author mistreats her characters and doesn’t hesitate to make deaths. It’s a worthy cliffhanger. And the ending... OMG! The ending! This choice is bold and very daring, I liked this
risk-taking. It was necessary to dare, Léna Jomahé did it.» Babelio review

• Léna Jomahé •
Léna Jomahé is very passionate about fantasy since her childhood. She always
dreamed of writing. Her first saga the forgotten has been sold over 11.000
copies

• Plume Blanche •
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• Anna Triss •

The Guild of Shadows
Rozenn

• The Guild of shadows •
Plume Blanche

«We are all destined to the kiss of Death. Only the gods are immortal. »
The Guild of Shadows reigns over the miserable streets of Clepsydre, the City of Vices. These elfin assassins have
been the armed arms of the Goddess of Death for five centuries. On this day, the Guild of Shadows welcomes a new
recruit in its underground. For the first time in the history of Terreflamme, a human child is pressured to become a
Shadow. If she fails to embrace this path, Death itself will come to claim its due.

•

Soon to be released in mass market paperback, this title will be strongly
promoted when it is published in a major publishing house (author’s travel,
participation in fairs, festivals, awards...) - Bought by POCKET
• More than 2,500 sales in the first month of publication!
• Saga bought in its entirety by Audible France.
• Creation of a card game based on the novel in partnership with Robin Red
Games
• Translation of the first chapters to be presented at the Frankfurt Fair 2021
• Possibility of comics - in progess
• A rich and visual world under the talented pen of the author.

• 20 € •

• 03-2021 •

• 564 pages •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

• Anna Triss •
Anna Triss has published several novels of which, the crazy romance The
Prince Charming exists! became a bestseller in a few months and won the first
prize for romance at the book fair of Niort 2019.

• Plume Blanche •
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• The Princes of Fire •
Plume Blanche

Kylian is the crown prince of the Kingdom of Fire. Handsome, tall, muscular, attractive, he has
everything to please and become a worthy ruler... If only he could care and possess a gift of Fire
worthy of his family name. His youngest brother, Samir, is ready to do anything to ensure the future
of his kingdom, even to make a pact with a Djinn, those cursed, evil creatures. Unfortunately, every
act has consequences. The Djinn’s hold becomes total and the whole kingdom is in danger. Kylian
then undertakes a journey during which he will meet the sparkling Cora, a pirate with a strong
character. A journey of piracy follows in the colors of the myths of the East.

« And we can say that at that moment, J. Robin sends a heavy load! Suddenly,
more complex issues appear, and we find ourselves embarked in events that
exceed us... and the characters! »

• 20 € •

• 09-2021 •

• 500 pages •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

• J.Robin •
J. Robin is a graphic designer who creates many digital drawings to illustrate her various universes.

• Plume Blanche •
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Allunia

• Allunia•
Plume Blanche

Locked in a meaningless life, Leah is still looking to find herself. One thing is certain: she would
never have thought of dying by lightning. But now, she is dead for sure. And she is in Allunia.
Hunted, embarked by a rebellious group, Leah finds herself in this strange place where ancestral
magic and new technology are intimately linked and where souls tend to have mysterious powers
that, when misused, lead to terrible consequences.
•

Bought by Audible France

«Tiphs immerses us in a magical universe. Magnificent landscapes, threatening
fauna and remarkable constructions.»

• 20 € •

• 04-2021 •

• 444 pages •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

• Tiphs •
Tiphs is a freelance illustrator and graphic designer; logo, novel covers, models, fantasy world maps, prepress... a joyful mix of talents that she puts at the
service of publishing. Allunia is her first novel.
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The Guardians
• The Guardians •
Plume Blanche

IIna and Maël are guardians. They protect the world from the
Tenebris, the evil forces. Luckily, the latter have diminished
considerably since the disappearance of the Enchanters, their
undisputed masters. Only, Evil never completely disappears.
«The author, Sandra Moyon, has a fluid and catchy
writing style that transports us from beginning to
end.»

• 15 € • • 10-2021 • • 276 pages • • 15.5x22cm •
• The Others •
Plume Blanche
Parked between walls and fences, Men survive as best they can. Arrived at the bottom of the food chain, they are spared thanks to the
Agreement: every quarter, vans of human beings are offered to the
Others in order to feed them. But how do we choose who should live
and who should die? The rule is simple: only the delinquents are sent
to the other side of the wall, to the Pit.
•

Winner of the Prix imaginaire 2018

• 12,90 € • 09-2017 • 176 pages • 15.5x22cm •

Fantasty
Young Adult

• Sandra Moyon •

Sandra Moyon began writing at the age of 13. Her first saga, Harmonia, was
followed by her second novel, Nouvelle d’un Myrien.

• Plume Blanche •
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• Melodie Smacs •
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The Eternal Te Rangi

• The Eternal Te Rangi •
Plume Blanche

From a prince of heaven, he became an immortal human being, condemned to hatred of men and
never to wear his wings again. Neham has lost all hope of one day returning to his former existence...
until this unexpected encounter. She promises him redemption. She guarantees him to offer his
heavenly form back... If he agrees to join her to fight against Kitsune, gangrene of this world,
responsible for all its evils.
•

• 15 € •

An adventure with a tasty mix of
mythologies.

• 11-2021 •

• 240 pages •

• Mélodie Smacs •
Mélodie Smacs is a novelist and short story
writer. Moderator, then administrator for the
forum L’atelier des Scribtonautes since 2016,
she juggles between creatures of the imagination and real life.

• Plume Blanche •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

Autres parutions
•
•
•
•
•

Amour fauves
Hiver Gagnant
Heiden
Plume
La gardienne Rotchéar
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• Djenny Bergiers •

The Master of Winter
• The Master of Winter •
Plume Blanche

Jack Frost has a plan. For centuries, he has only been around for a
few weeks in December, making sure that winter goes smoothly before
going back to sleep. But this year, he plans to confront the Guardian and
change the course of his life forever. But his encounter with the girl in
the red cap will turn all his plans upside down.

•

An author active on networks with many readers
• A rewriting of the Jack Frost myth
• Rights sold in Canada

« In summary, a novel full of gentleness, love, will, friendship and discoveries. Meet this
unlikely couple and the magic that comes from it. You will not leave unharmed and above
all you will have plenty of stars in your eyes» Lire une passion
« The author plays with the reader’s heart and conveys emotions accurately. The rhythm
is soft and intense at the same time. The delicate and poetic nib is very pleasant to follow
and leads the reader to a magical conclusion.» Avis Booknote

• 15 € •

• 12-2021 •

• 252 pages •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

• Djenny Bergiers •
Djenny Bergiers grew up in Namur, Belgium. A blog was born from it and
is, to this day - ten years later - still fed by conscientious chronicles. Djenny is
now realizing his greatest dream: the publication of his first novel: The Winter Obstacles. His next novel is currently being published.

• Plume Blanche •
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Rozenn

• Rozenn •
Plume Blanche
Rozenn is a djinn. For many years, her kind suffered from the domination of the dagnirs, but if
slavery is abolished, freedom still has a bitter taste. What if a royal union could help to get over this
painful past? The djinns have their blood, the essence of their power, taken by the dagnirs. Envy,
fear? The dagnirs did all they could to maintain the djinns submissive. Rozenn, princess, had to
meet the Sultan’s sons and find a husband to help their people overcome their differences. But once
in the capital, she realizes that the Sultan is not ready to give up his ascendancy over the djinns. She
will have to swim between plots, lies, but one thing is sure: she will do everything to free her kind.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Named in the Prix des Imaginaire 2020
Finalist of the PLIB 2019
Prix des Halliennales 2020
A highly successful author with a loyal readership.
More than 13.500 copies sold
Mass Market editions J’ai Lu and audio with SAGA

• 19,99 € •

• 09-2018 •

• 340 pages •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

«What a treasure It’s been a long time since I’ve read such good young adult fantasy! From the very first
pages, I was caught up in this oriental universe where seduction, manipulation, slavery, magic and secrets
are mixed together. The atmosphere, worthy of the «Thousand and One Nights» or the sagas «Rebel of the
desert» and «An ember under the ashes», bewitched me!» - Avis Babelio

• Plume Blanche •
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• Léätitia Danae •

May the Death be Sweet

• May the Death be Sweet •
Plume Blanche
Since her father’s death, and because she sees goshts, Kathell existence never
was peaceful. But destiny has a plan for her, a Santa Muerte’s one.

•
•

•

Selected for the PLIB 2021
Revisit the myth of the Santas Muerte

A successful author with a loyal readership.

«I enjoyed the supernatural confrontations, some of the characters (Kimiko, Misericordia,
Uma, Giuseppe), the investigation mixing the different fantasy castes and the twists and
turns won me over!» - Babelio review

• 20 € •

• 08-2020•

• 384 pages •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

• Laëtitia Danae •
Born on April 20th, Laëtitia Danae grew up in France, although she lived in five different countries. Her family
is mostly working in the medical field, so it is quite natural that she entered the hospital field, by joining a nursing school. But her great love is and always has been writing. Her biggest fear? The limits of her imagination.

• Plume Blanche •
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The Deathbearer

• The Deathbearer •
Plume Blanche
At 17, Seïs Amorgen is nominated to incorporate the biggest brotherhood of Asclepion’s kingdom. If he says yes,
he will become one of the best warriors of the monarchy. If he says no, he will stay the frivolous and arrogant boy
playing with the robbers in his hometown. While the shadow is extending through the country, Seïs must take a
decision which will impact his life, and he must faces his own demons.
• More than 33.500 copies sold
• 2.100 audio’s copies sold (Audible)
• Price Vampires et Sorcières 2017
• Number 1 of Amazon, dark fantasy for 2 year
• Mass market edition with Livre de Poche

« This first volume of the Deathbearer takes us into a complex and very interesting universe. The kingdom of Asclepion has its
own history, its different inhabitants, its fauna, its flora... In short, a very well constructed universe! Angel Arekin plunges us in
the subtleties of this universe little by little, distilling tracks and ideas here and there, which gives very desire to start the continuation as soon as possible, in order to have more details and answers.» - Avis Babelio

• 21,90 € •

• 09-2016 •

• 432 pages •

• Plume Blanche •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •
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• Shadows •
Plume Blanche
Blood is a weapon. The shadow’s weapon. Theses faceless creatures destroy humanity. Kira is the
only one who can kills them and save humans, living underground, ruled by terror. But power means
sacrifices and Ellis, a young recruit, must dive into the Source and gain energy, even if this mean
loosing his life.
• Available in Audio

«The originality is there, to the point of making me want to learn more about the Shadows. What
is their true nature? Why do they keep attacking humans? What are they really after? These are all
questions that I got answers to. In any case, the Shadows make perfect antagonists. They may not be
human, but they are not without intelligence. And when it came to understanding their motivations,
I couldn’t stop reading...» - Amanda’s Fantasy

• 21,90 € •

• 09-2016 •

• 432 pages •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

• Angel Arekin •
Angel Arekin spends her time between her family, work, books, movies and
friends. Her first series: The Deathbearer as been sold over 11.000 copies.

• Plume Blanche •
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Ashes and tears

• Ashes and tears •
Plume Blanche

Paulownia grew up under the protection of the Supreme Leader. Even though her family
is deprived of electricity and comfort, they all live for the well-being of the Chief. While
mining with her little sister, Paulownia finds herself trapped when a cave collapse. Crawling
underground to free themselves, the two girls find themselves outside their borders and are taken
over by rebels, whose goal is to destroy the dictatorship and save the imprisoned population. It’s
a shock for Paulownia, who finds it hard to believe everything she hears, but when her little sister
dies because of the Supreme Leader’s installations. Everything changes.

•

• 20 € •

• 06-2021 •

Best-seller author !

• 396 pages •

• Plume Blanche •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •
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• Morgane Rugraff •

Fiery Moon

• Fiery Moon •
Plume Blanche

Sioban is a Dark Moon princess, at war with the Sunbloods, she decides to offer herself to the
eldest son of her enemies to save her people and end the war. But in the heart of the city of the
Sunbloods, Sioban is surrounded by enemies who plot in the shadows to annihilate her species.
Including her husband. If the hatred of the Crown Princes towards the Dark Moons, suffers no
limit, the Sun seems to lose its influence on its children...
•
•
•
•

Dark and twisty, a treat for Dark Fantasy fans.
Each chapter header is decorated and all pages are adorned with wolf
heads, which gives a real charm.
A fluid and addictive writing
Rights sold in Audiobook

« It is a permanent battle between darkness and light, moon and sun, black and white. As if the two could
not coexist. As if the supremacy of one over the other was indispensable. What a crush that this story, these
characters, these feelings. I can’t wait to discover the sequel.» You Can Read

• 20 € •

• 11-2020 •

• 408 pages •

• 15,5x22 cm •

• Morgane Rugraff •
Morgane is a great dreamer, who often has her head in the stars. By nature, she is a little sleeper and so she spends her nights writing, in the company of a good cup of tea and her cat, who
opens the doors of the imagination to her.

• Plume Blanche •
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Ray Shepard

• Ray Shepard •
Fantasy

«Brother, if you still believe in something enough to hold on to it,
do it, because I will find you and kill you.»
Penngrad, a corrupted world. The one in which each inhabitant is in contact with the
second half of his soul: a spectrum of animal fluid. This universe is that of Ray Shepard,
an alchemist in search of power, whose steps are guided by hatred and the thirst for revenge.

•
•

A new full-length book with a lively cover
Rights sold in Canada

«What a treat! I was literally swept away, as much by the characters, as by the world created
by Morgane. From the very first chapters, this novel ranked among my favorites. And that
was confirmed throughout the story.»

• 20 € •

• 07-2020 •

• 1128 pages •

• Plume Blanche •

- Babelio

• 15,5x22 cm •
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• Sandra Triname •

Black Diamond
• Black Diamond•
Fantasy

Past.
Present.
Future.
Nothing escapes Sarah, seventeen years old and clairvoyant. The past,
the present and the future have no secret for her; except Black Diamond.
This boy, with a hidden face. She knows that the only way to stop this
psychic harassment is to understand his reason. Soon, opens
the path of an eternity much darker than she would have imagined,
because the Prophecy must be accomplished, ... even if the price is blood.

•
•

A strong female heroine with a biting sense of humor
The complete version of a previously published saga

• 25 € •

• 11-2019 •

• 868 pages •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

« A favorite narration, sometimes from Sarah’s point of view, sometimes from an outside point of
view. » - Babelio’s opinion

• Sandra Triname •
Sandra Triname is passionate about mythological creatures and literature. She
then started to write short stories featuring these legendary beings. Her writings
have naturally evolved over time and through her readings.

• Plume Blanche •
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The Twilight of Aesir
• The Twilight of Aesir •
Fantasy

Two centuries ago, a terrible cataclysm ravaged the world and
ended the domination of the colonial empire of Atlantis. On the
edge of the Thule Mountains stands Æsir, a citadel of stone and
ice, which defies the elements and shelters the last Atlantean lineage.
But now, menacing hordes are coming at their gates. Alderic, the
brilliant guardian of the peaks, and Viviana, the commander’s
young daughter, suddenly see their hopes swept away by a wind of
death...
•

Rights sold in audiobook

• 19,99 € •

• 06-2019 •

• 384 pages •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

«In this novel, of course, there is magic, beautiful heroes in love, a rich and abundant universe...
but there is above all a leaden blanket that envelops you from the very beginning, that embraces
your soul and does not let you go until the end.» - Babelio’s opinion

• Élie Darco •
Élie Darco has published short stories, anthologies and fantasy. She has also
published novels for young people as well as thrillers and books for young
adults.

• Plume Blanche •
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• Serenya Howell •

The Elders

• The Elders •
Fantasy YA

From their tower, the Elders, representation of the Gods and their Masters
protect the seven kingdoms. To serve is an honor, to bind with their gods is
a dream. But one of them don’t get any attention at all, his name is Asroth,
Death’s incarnation. He draws the Masters’ spirits, one after the other, to the
darkness of blood and war. Dënorh, a young aspirant has been called to bound
with the most hated creature in the universe

•

Selected for PLIB 2021

« Serenya Howell has meticulously thought about a lot of details and has revisited some
elements of our culture like Genesis or the notion of elements (fire, water, earth, nature,
death, life, star, sun)... Her work is impressive! I enjoyed discovering the elements abounding
throughout the story or present in the introduction, in gray inserts highlighting the testimonies of each protagonist, songs or even letters.» - Les Pages qui tournent

• 20 € •

• 03-2020 •

• 612 pages •

• 15,5 x 22cm •

• Serenya Howell •
Serenya Howell always loved dragons’ stories and magical beasts. After graduated, she decided to keep writing, the Firstborns was born. Today, she
spends her time inside different universes full of magical creatures.

• Plume Blanche •
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Eternal Rose
• Eternal Rose •
Tale rewriting

Betrayal & conspiracies
Destiny leads Méliane to the roots of the Mérilara, the
mysterious tree covered of roses, keeper of the fallen royal family.
In the shadow, the Beast prowl, but Méliane must learn to tam
him to save her close ones.
“He looks like a predator. Dangerous and wild, but
there is something else, something undefinable.”

•
•
•

A masterful retelling of Beauty and the Beast
A magnificent and breathtaking story
Available in audiobook from Audible

• 20 € •

• 04-2020 •

• 520 pages •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

«So, the author’s writing is really masterful. The universe and the story are improved, but that’s
not all. This pen brings a magnificent message of love, as powerful, if not more than the original
story. The latter is also rewritten with an accuracy rarely found in story rewrites, especially since
it is probably even better than the original: the romance is quite powerful, but other values are
highlighted, illustrating other essential facets of real life, something important in YA literature.» Avis Babelio

• Ophélie Duchemin •
Ophélie Duchemin has always had her head in the stars, her eyes on a
book and her mind in another world. She has been writing since the age
of sixteen, taking up the pen to make her dreams of magic, adventure,
love and friendship come alive.

•
•

A new volume planned for 2022
A beautiful and breathtaking story

• Plume Blanche •
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• Bastienne •

Throught the night
• Throught the night•
Fantasy YA

The Night influences the World.
The Night’s influence is frightening
The Night’s influence is corruptive.
In face of the chaos, and the short winter’s day, Raven travels
through the World and tries to survive. When she meets Shaïa,
a mysterious and cruel magician, everything changes. What if
her power could help her goes thought the night?

• 20 € •

• 12-2020 •

• 396 pages •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

«I loved to go on an adventure with Raven, to worry about broken claws and to discover sumptuous landscapes and original characters, all human or animal, which seize us all by their singularity. I embarked with Raven in all its fantastic adventures, always under the invisible but latent
pressure of this night which holds us in breath.» - Avis Babelio

• Bastienne •
Bastienne has been writing stories since she was a child. Over the years, she has
explored different literary horizons, resulting in a collection of short stories and
a science fiction novel. Through the night is her first fantasy novel.

• Plume Blanche •
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Over-Time

• Over-Time •
Low Fantasy

Prune dreams about leaving our world to explore the Over-Time. But her wonderful trip quickly
turns to a terrible chase. The girl who wanted to escape her daily life is now at the
center of a tragedy ready to dissolve Times into the darkness.

«The author has the gift of quickly immersing us in an original, prolific fantasy world.
Her writing is fluid, making it easy to read. I enjoyed each new encounter where the
sensations, the feelings are right and never hidden to better immerse us in the story
closer to Prune and the other characters. It creates an empathy for the protagonists
that attaches them to our hearts for a long time. I can’t wait to continue the quest
alongside Prune and her friends and enemies who are becoming more and more numerous.» - Chrisbookine

• 19,99 € •

• 09-2019 •

• 528 pages •

• 5,5 x 22 cm •

• Elisa M. Poggio •
Elisa M. Poggio is a graphic designer. After writing two short stories for the Malpertuis publishing
house, she decided to write her first fantasy novel.

• Plume Blanche •
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• Marion Obry •

Fallen Angel
• Fallen Angel •
Fntasy

There was a time when the world lived in the love of God and under
the protection of the Angels. In the distant past, Lucifer rebelled against
them and created the Underworld. He, the fallen angel, sired many
lines of demons, and now he is taking his revenge on humanity and
Heaven.

• 20 € • • 08-2019 • • 752 pages • • 15,5 x 22 cm •

«It was more than a crush, it was love at first sight. A love at first sight that hurts, that pierces, but
that we literally love. Thank you Marion for this superb reading!» -Ophélie Duchemin

The Tomb
of lost souls
«Listen well, listen for this is your inheritance.»
A descendant of the priests who guarded Set’s tomb, young Itan is
far from suspecting that it is his body that the Egyptian god intends
to borrow in order to get closer to the human woman he has secretly
fallen in love with...
•

•5€•

Rights sold in audiobook

• 01-2021 •

• 96 pages •

• 11 x 18 cm •

• Marion Obry •
Marion Obry has been writing for over 12 years. She published Une vie par de là la
Lumière and La Guerre des Peuples in 2013, followed by Le retour des Phénix (SK editions)
in 2014 and her trilogy Fallen Angel.

• Plume Blanche •
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The Celestial Whales
• The Celestial Whales •
Fantasy

As Captain Alexandra Levisky’s spaceship skims the edges of the
universe, no one expects a crew member’s clumsiness to release one of
the legendary Celestial Whales. But the gigantic fugitive is heading
straight for the historic heart of the galaxy, risking the destruction of
several worlds in its path...
•

Rights sold in audiobook

• 15 € • • 11-2018 • • 250 pages • • 15.5x 22cm •
«Thus, The celestial whales is a very good read: light, fluid and
sweet, it makes you smile and takes you on a very nice adventure..» - LES RÊVERIES D’ISIS

On the other side of the water
• On the other side of the water •
Fantasy

In a wonderful city, with houses made of gigantic trees and protected
by five great Sages, Enor leads a carefree life with her parents. The
arrival of Shadrack, an enigmatic boy who seems to hold many secrets,
will upset all her certainties. «To leave this world, you have to cross the
water.» But what is so mysterious on the other side?

• 15 € • • 03-2016 • • 274 pages • • 15,5 x 22 cm •
«In an invented world, the author invites us to be curious. I loved the universe created by the author with
resonances with other known universes and yet a coherence and a very particular beauty. I really like
the author’s pen, fluid and precise at the same time, a little poetic too. A novel that I will warmly recommend.» - Chrisbookine

• Sarah Clain •
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• Melissa Scanu •

Seirens

• Seirens •
Fantastique

Fey has never felt comfortable on land, the sea floor has always held her
attention... When she has just lost everything, she discovers that she is not
human, but seirens. Now, she dedicate her life to understand why did she live
on Earth, when she could have lived under water with her kind.

« To summarize, this book is a real favorite and a very nice discovery. I enjoyed
discovering a story of Seirens different from what I already knew. It’s a nice story
that made me spend a good time in the company of Fey, Arthur and Fillius.» - La
magie des livres

• 18 € •

• 02-2019 •

• 336 pages •

• 15,5 x 22 cm •

• Melissa Scanu •
Melissa Scanu has been reading and writing since she was a young girl, having always loved making up stories for herself and her loved ones. She writes
her novels as she lives her everyday life, with a starry-eyed look, spontaneity,
sweetness, humor, a touch of madness and all sprinkled with magic..

• Plume Blanche •
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• Alike •
Dystopia

Mia and her twin live in a world where birth order determines their place in society. When the first
born must become a soldier, the second is allowed to love and start a family while the rest of the
siblings must find a job and help society. But on her wedding day, Mia learns that her sister was
in a coman then died. It is then up to her youngest daughter to become a soldier. To save her, Mia
decides to leave her husband and pretend to be her dead sister. But the war is very different from
what she imagined.

« Julie’s writing is really addictive, she keeps the reader in suspense with the elements she
distills here and there, allowing us to make hypotheses and she leaves us in an unbearable
expectation at the end of this first volume since Mia finds herself surrounded by unknowns,
with fragments of answers that leave us really hungry and raise more questions than anything else. I really got attached to the characters and to the universe, even dreaming about it
(the power of the unconscious) and I’m waiting with great impatience to know the continuation» - You Can Read

• 15 € •

• 03-2019 •

• 300 pages •

• 15,5x 22xm •

• Julie Jodts •
Julie Jodts has been writing all her life. She decided to write Alike
after reading a scientific article about the importance of birth
order in a family.

• Plume Blanche •
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• Marie Kneib•

The Clockwork Wedding
• The Clockwork Wedding •
Steampunk

In Neacity, an alchemical bond unites couples who are married
for life. Clara, who is engaged for love, has nothing against this
rule, but on her wedding day, everything goes wrong. Forced to
marry a complete stranger who appears in the middle of the
ceremony, she becomes embroiled in a conspiracy that is beyond
her. But this strange husband doesn’t care about this wedding
story; in the middle of an investigation, his investigations risk
plunging Clara into the heart of secrets and mysteries, each one
darker than the next...
•

• 15 € •

• 09-2020 •

Selected for PLIB 2021

• 288 pages •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

«The author has created a particularly coherent and immersive steampunk universe. She has not
made the mistake of spreading herself too thinly over places, cities or kingdoms. From the start
the reader understands where he is, how Neacity works, the political, alchemical and mechanical
system. We get a brief comparative overview of a neighboring kingdom. Some chapters have a
different point of view from the main protagonists, they give us information that they do not have,
which makes the reading even more exciting.» - @Paule_booklove

• Marie Kneib •
Marie Kneib loves exploring unknown worlds and traveling in space.
After writing a pirate story, The Clockwork Wedding is her first steampunk novel.

• Plume Blanche •
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• Identities •
Dystopia

Discretion. Fear. The rules have changed.
The territory is divided between different gangs that hold the
streets with an iron fist. This is Lia’s world, and if she wants
to survive it, she’ll have to adapt.

•

Sold in Canada

• 19,99 € •

• 03-2018 •

• 424 pages •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

«I am conquered by Sizel’s writing. If she is epic at times, fluid most of the time, she knows how
to be modest in the key moments, thus increasing the emotions tenfold, like the fall of the novel
that I reread twice because it moved me so much! Moreover, I can only savor the last wink of the
author to her readers: if the deep meaning of the title appears to us quite quickly, we really understand the prologue only in the light of the epilogue and this loop constitutes the high point of
the reading, in my opinion, bringing us a little closer to Lia even as we leave her. I won’t keep the
suspense going any longer, this novel is a wonderful nugget! It has everything: the universe, the
characters, the twists and turns with always this sense of measure and balance that allows it to
touch us in the heart by its accuracy. I came out of it blown away! » - Avis Babelio

• C. Sizel •
C. Sizel has spent hours reading The Belgariad, Harry Potter,
The Fionavar and numerous fanfiction books. Inspired by her
travels and reading, she gave birth to Identities.

• Plume Blanche •
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• Sandra Triname •

Salem
• Salem •
Fantasy

1692, Salem, Massachusetts, USA. Accused of magical practices,
many people are put to death. Innocent or guilty? Who really
deserved the gallows? In the present day, while Max narrowly
avoids death, she is plagued by dreams that all seem to come from a
distant time when witchcraft and demons haunted the imagination
of ordinary people. What connection can Max have to a centuriesold trial?

•
•
•
•

• 19,99 € •

• 11-2015 •

Winner of the Livraddict 2016 prize
Audio rights bought by Audible
Rights sold in Canada
Over 5,000 copies sold

• 424 pages •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

« Sandra Triname paints a rather negative portrait of humanity (greedy for power and money) but
oh so true! She has managed to make her characters endearing and the exchanges between the protagonists are fluid and natural. We discover the truth at the same time as Max and the author keeps
the suspense until the end.» - Babelio’s opinion

• Sandra Triname •
Sandra Triname is passionate about mythological creatures and literature. She
then started to write short stories featuring these legendary beings. Her writings
have naturally evolved over time and through her readings.

• Plume Blanche •
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• Divided•
Fantasy
We all want something, chocolate for some, money for others.
And we make sure that this need is fulfilled. Cat wants
something specific, her own life, the life that should be hers. And
she intends to make sure that she satisfies her obsession.
To envy. Desire. To get.

• 7,99 € •

• 11-2017 •

• 168 pages •

• 11 x 18cm •

«--- Be careful what you wish for! --This is probably the moral of the story. The ending does reveal the nature of the heroine,
and I really enjoyed the revelations! I literally devoured the last few pages which undoubtedly go into total darkness. In short, a nice conclusion for a one-shot that stands out for its
originality!» - Les Fantasy d’Amanda

• Beyond limbo •
Fantasy

We never foresee the date of our death.
We can think about it, often, we can be afraid of it, sometimes,
but nobody knows when it will come to take us. Ambre, a young
young student of 21 years old, plunges into a long coma after
a terrible accident, but what she discovers will change her life
forever. Death is not an end... what if it allowed her to become
aware of the spirits around her? And even more, of the one for
whom her soul was destined?

•

• 7,99 € •

• 05-2019 •

Winner of the 2016 Humanism Prize

• 176 pages •

• 11 x 18 cm •
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• Sandra Triname•

My life, your death
• My life, your death•
Thriller

A mutilated corpse covered of Greek symbols, referring to Hades, has been
found in a cellar in New York. Mike Sullivan is the young policeman in
charge of this case, leading him directly to the World Trade Center, on the
fateful day of September 11, 2001. Instrument of fate or not, and even if
Death is pretty, Mike must solve this case, using path no one ever toke before
him.

•

• 18 € •

• 03-2017 •

Rights sold in Canada

• 424 pages •

• 15.5 x 22cm •

« It was totally addictive, I didn’t even wanted to go to work, I wanted to know! I was even eating
while reading, much to the delight of my colleagues haha If you like thrillers! Buy this book! It’s a
diamond in the rough, a nugget that you want to finish quickly, but at the same time that you take
the time to discover, and that you enjoy with immense pleasure.
I just want to say : bravo !! thousand times bravos !» - Avis Babelio

• Sandra Triname •
Sandra Triname is passionate about mythological creatures and literature. She
then started to write short stories featuring these legendary beings. Her writings
have naturally evolved over time and through her readings.

• Plume Blanche •
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Lebenstunnel

• Lebenstunnel •
Rebelle Éditions
What if the outcome of World War II was not the one we knew?
200 years after Hitler’s victory, Germania is no longer a myth. The Aryan race so hoped for by the Furhrer
dominates the world and all other ethnic groups have been eradicated from the planet. Krista, a young Aryan, works
in a Lebensborn. She has been raised in the mold of the pure race and knows only this way of life, until the day she
follows a woman into the city sewers. What she discovers there will shake all her convictions and may question the very
functioning of the world in which she lives.
• 10.000 copies sold
• Winner of the Prix de l’Imaginaire 2018
• Release in Audio in december 2020

• 17 €•

• 02-2017 •

• 294 pages •

• 15cm x 21cm •

« The pace is frantic, we read again and again and we would like to read even faster because each
line takes us even further! We go from surprise to surprise and if you think you have one or two
hypotheses on the outcome know that it is not! It’s impossible to predict what will happen, believe
me! » - Lecture en folies

• Oxanna Hope •
Oxanna Hope lived in many cities before
returning at the age of 14 to the region
where she was born. At the age of 15, she
decided that her future profession would be
that of an author, but she also worked for
several years in the horse-riding industry

and then in the automotive sector before
becoming involved in helping autistic
children. Author of fantasy novels, esoteric
thrillers and dystopias, she also writes for
young people.

• Rebelle •
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• Léna Jomahé •

Go to Hell

• Go to Hell •
«When I came to this new city, I thought I could finally put my past behind me.
But the past is the kind of thing that sticks to you like old gum, no matter what you do.
Basically, it wouldn’t have changed much in my life. Running away, again and again, became my daily routine.
But then I met a certain Damian Leghert, who changed all that. Mysterious and charming, I doubt that it will take
him long to find out about me, and I really don’t know if this meeting will bring me luck.
... or bad luck.»
• More than 6.200 copies sold

«I really liked this story, the characters, whether they are main or secondary,
the plot, the strong personality of the heroine... Very addictive, we are not bored for a second!»
- Amazon review

The Underachievers
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• Vincent Meurice •

• Lâge des cancres •
Ice, a fourteen year old boy, failing at school, has his life turned upside down by a
stranger when he offers to enroll in a school specially designed for students of his
kind. A chance... maybe? But then why does Ice feel that there is something more
important than just a school year behind this offer?
Once there, he discovers with amazement that he and three other young people of
his age have been chosen to become agents of a secret organization, whose goal is
to find an ancient weapon so powerful that it could destroy all of humanity. From
the Mu Empire to the Aztecs, adventures that take them from Mexico to the gates
of Peru. Between his lessons of infiltration and handling of the explosives, those
of archaeology and psychological resistance, Ice has from now on only one goal,
to become the best to save humanity.

Text available in
english

•

Friendship, action and history, Vincent Meurice’s writing keeps us on the edge of our
seats from beginning to end.

«We knew we had talented writers in France, but then I am surprised. Humor, adventure, fiction, intrigue, what happiness... Soon a bestseller?» -Amazon review

« This is a very good adventure novel to be able to forget the everyday life. I devoured it in two
and a half days. Halfway between a good Indiana Jones and the Da Vinci Code. I highly recommend it.» Amazon review

• Vincent Meurice •
Passionate about scuba diving, Vincent has completed several diplomas in the United
States and founded his diving school Atlantis.
A man of many lives, he is also a sophrologist and founded Bathysmed, an innovative
protocol that offers a unique and accessible sensory experience for a measurable and
lasting well-being in everyday life, especially for victims of PTSD.
The Underarchivers is his first novel.

Editions
l' Alchimiste

• Florent Rigout •
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Sphere

Lieutenant in the Domestic Violence Department, Franck Bassa is suddenly catapulted onto a murder case, that of a
physicist from SNOLAB, the famous Center for Neutrino Studies. The cop quickly finds his old reflexes. Armed with
unconventional methods, plagued by his past and in search of redemption, he dives into this obscure investigation.
Why did he kill this physicist? What is SNOLAB’s research really about? Why are the henchmen of a sprawling
multinational corporation chasing him? And why does a kid suddenly discover he is gifted, writing on the walls equations
worthy of the world’s greatest mathematicians? Drowned in the middle of the physics of Artificial Intelligence, Franck
Bassa sinks into the craziest investigation of his life, ready to do anything to discover the link between all these mysteries.

•

by the author of Triangle & Season without you

• 21,10 € •

• 10-2021 •

• 280 pages •

•14cm x 19,1cm •

• Florent Rigout •
In his stories, Florent Rigout explores the field of hypothesis, that tiny halo of fog on the
border between science and science fiction, between knowledge and philosophy. From
there, he hopes to humbly put a few words on the unexplained and bring water to the mill
of dreams. «Sphere» is his third novel.
Editions l’alchimiste
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• Jasmine Sahiri •

The Witches’ Hammer

1922 - Helena, a young aristocrat of 11, lives in London, her head immersed in her daydreams. Her parents, Sir Philip
Wilde, a passionate archaeologist, and her mother, Lady Cairstine Wilde, an eccentric young woman who is mainly
involved in charity work, have little time for their only daughter. When her grandmother, the Viscountess of Worcester,
invites her for the first time to her manor house in Pluckley for a winter vacation, Helena has no idea that her wild
imagination is about to become reality.
Accompanied by Tim, the kitchen clerk, and Miss Wakefield, her maid, they discover a strange manor surrounded by a
village that seems to have been abandoned by all lights. Mysteries lurk everywhere. To find a way out, they have to find a
talisman unique in the world, reputed to be very powerful and ancient. But this talisman is also coveted by a mysterious
character, nicknamed the «Black Mage», who acts in the shadows.
A race against time begins.

• 21,10 € •

• 12-2021 •

• xxx pages •

•14cm x 19,1cm •

• Jasmine Sahiri •
For her first novel for young people, Jasmine Sahiri signs an adventure full of magic, a perfume of mystery and sprinkled with characters, as enigmatic and colorful as evil.
Editions l’alchimiste
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• Julie Broly •

Yesterday will return

Eric and Barbara are happy parents, but the day a tragedy sweeps away their world and turns their lives upside down,
the sky darkens. When the time comes to rebuild, they are confronted with the strange behavior of one of their sons. To
try to understand him, they will try to look at the world through his childish eyes and will launch into research that will
never cease to surprise and upset them. For the love of their little boy, they will gradually abandon their reference points.
But how far will they be willing to change their perception of reality and how far will they go to free their son from his
torments?
Yesterday Will Return is a journey beyond convictions, the story of a difference and the quest for an intimate reconstruction.

• 21,10 € •

• 01-2022 •

• xx pages •

•14cm x 19,1cm •

• Julie Broly •
In 2017, at the dawn of her thirtieth birthday, she embarked on the writing of her first novel, Caliéor, published by Éditions de la Rémanence. A nature lover and hiking enthusiast,
she loves to recharge her batteries and draw her inspiration from the green settings here
and elsewhere.
Editions l’alchimiste
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The Ravens

Since the storm, coastal towns in Northern France, partly devastated, have become the scene of strange phenomena.
Monstrous creatures now populate the areas ravaged by the ocean and some machines now seem to be endowed with life...
The inhabitants have adapted and life has been organized, without abandoning the steam engines that populate their
daily lives. Nayeli Morin, a young girl with no family and no job, survives by stealing in Le Havre. Her trump card: she
can communicate with the dead... and force them to reveal the hiding place of their meager possessions. She is a Raven,
looking for a master who can train her. So she ends up meeting Reynard Bonniface, living in Cherbourg, where he works
as a «specialized» investigator for the authorities. No sooner had she set foot in the store of this unusual character than
a case was assigned to them. A corpse has been discovered near the Arsenal, a place where the perversion of machines
reaches a level never seen before. Events quickly unfold and the two Ravens realize that the city is in great danger. But
isn’t it already too late?

•

• 21,10 € •

• 03-2022 •

Steampunk
• xxx pages •

•14cm x 19,1cm •

• Lydie Blaizot •
Lydie Blaizot was born in 1973, in the Manche region, where she still lives with her husband. From
her youngest age, she was fascinated by Fantasy, Fantastic and Science-Fiction, which she discovered by
chance at the bend of a shelf of the municipal library. In her readings, she will never let go of these three
genres, except for a few excursions into detective stories and rare classics (Shakespeare in particular). As
a teenager, she opened up to the richness of the Middle Ages and very quickly dreamed of becoming a
medieval history teacher.
Editions l’alchimiste
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• Alexis Marzocco •

Obsolete
• Obsolete •
Paris, 2050. After a century of warnings about the risks of climate change, experts
around the world agree that the point of no return has been reached. As environmental
disasters erupt around the world, renowned psychologist Kiara D’Isanto is asked to
evaluate a last-ditch scientific program.
In Genava, 2123, society is dominated by artificial intelligence and populated
by humans augmented by technology. Everything is apparently peaceful, but the
unthinkable happens: an attack is committed in the middle of the city. Henry Zundel,
a forensic scientist at Cronos Security, finds himself caught up in an investigation with
shocking ramifications. Two people whose destinies are intertwined, pushed in spite of
themselves into a flight, looking for the meaning to give to their existence. A conspiracy
breaking the boundaries of time, threatening the very future of Humanity.

• 22 € •

• 02-2021 •

• 322 pages •

• 22,9 x 15,2 cm •

Dream Sellers
• Dream Sellers•
What would you do if you could choose your dreams?
Push the door of the local dream library, consult the catalog: sports dreams, travel
dreams, food dreams... and even nightmares, to explore the most terrible sensations!
Onigraphy revolutionizes human life. While Leo is having therapeutic dreams
implanted, his younger brother, Erwann, desires a completely different type of dream
production and quickly becomes addicted. But, as with every new technology that
appears, soon, abuses, excesses and scams flourish...
How far can dreams go?

• Alice Babin •

«For my part, this novel is a favorite. I devoured it in a few days. So if you also want to dream
the time of a story, I recommend you « Sellers of dreams» with your eyes closed!» Babelio’s opinion

• 18,50 € •

• 11-2019 •

• 172 pages •

• 17,8 x 12,7 cm •

• Éditions Alchimiste •
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The Ashes of Time

•The Ashes of Time•
Science-Fiction

Seraphine is the daughter of a burn victim. With a deep sensitivity that she hides behind a surly character,
she combines a busy student life with the care of her mother, Dolores, who has been languishing in a state of
depression since her accident, from which she can’t seem to escape.
Seraphine’s life is then turned upside down by a strange encounter with a certain Nemo, a young man who claims
to come from the future. When he offers her to go back in time, her decision is final. She knows where and when:
twenty-three years back in time to prevent the accident that destroyed her mother’s life as well as her own.
But if the future is full of enticing mysteries, the past hides secrets she may never want to hear...
•

A stunning novel mixing time travel and temporal paradox.

• 21,90 € •

• 06-2021•

• 280 pages •

• 178 x 127 mm •

• Elisabeth Thouvenin •
Elisabeth grew up with her hands clasped on books, preferring fantasy worlds
to the one she grew up in. Very quickly, these books were joined by pens, as
she began to write her own stories even before she reached a double-digit age.
From then on, she had one goal: to share her stories and make readers dream.

• Éditions Alchimiste •
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• Lionel Cruzille •

2048
• 2048 •
Science-Fiction

In a world recovering from chaos, all human beings have been implanted with a
biotech chip to survive a terrible pandemic. Miya, an orphan, evolves in this dark
universe with wizard powers of which she knows neither the limits, nor the true
uses. Everything changes when she is kidnapped by an unknown person during a
confrontation with the cyber police.
Coming to her senses in a center far from any civilization, with a new strange group
of people. Miya doesn’t know it yet, but her destiny is completely tied to the survival
of humanity. The countdown is on. Will Miya be ready in time? Is she even aware
of the dangers she will face? What price will she be willing to pay? The price of
her life?

•
•

Published for the second time, the complete trilogy of «2048» is here
endowed with the two alternative endings
A book that is up to date with the current health situation

«In short, although 2048 is not my favorite genre, I was seduced by the universe created, which
gives a disturbing and oppressive atmosphere, but especially by the character of Miya, who I liked
a lot. A nice discovery that I’m sure should amply delight readers who like novels off the beaten
track! » - CassCrouton.

• 21,10 € •

• 05-2020 •

• 308 pages •

• 152 × 229 mm •

• Lionel Cruzille •
Born in 1976 near Paris, Lionel Cruzille is a novelist and essayist. After several years spent in the
emergency departments of Parisian hospitals, he changed his life. Trained in shiatsu and Qi gong, he
practices meditation daily. His essays address a spirituality beyond religion, following the example of the
teachings he received. In this extension, his novels explore the meaning of reality, question the current
world and its issues or reflect the inner quest of each one.

• Éditions Alchimiste •
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Big Universe
• Big Universe •
Science-Fiction

Privacy no longer exists. Continuously filmed by Big Universe, the daily life
of each inhabitant is broadcast live on any screen, everywhere, continuously.
Initially conceived as a security system, Big Universe has become a juicy market
where inhabitants fight to appear in the Top 100.
In this world, which she rejects deep down, Jillian leads a very ordinary life
in order to escape the Top 100. Against all odds, she finds herself thrust into
the spotlight. Then the impossible happens: a live murder on the Top star. The
whole world wonders. A murder while the Big Universe is watching everyone? Is
it a publicity stunt, a staging to reach the coveted top spot or has a real criminal
act been committed? If so, who is behind the murder and what is Big Universe
doing?

•

Big Universe questions our relationship with cameras and popularity,
in a striking mix of genres where dystopia and thriller are mixed.

« This novel is a real kick in the pants to the reality TV industry and this need to be seen
and recognized by people. I really enjoyed immersing myself in Jillian’s daily life ... to
follow her life, her problems, until the day ... everything is going to change. It’s terribly
addictive and well written, the pages fly by before our eyes with ease, going so far as to
make us always want to know more » - Yurensei Chronicles

• 21,10 € •

• 01-2020 •

• 252 pages •

• 152 × 229 mm•

• Florence Mary•
Born in 1988 in Belgium, Florence quickly developed a passion for writing. Editor of several blogs since her
teenage years, she is keen to share her advice and experiences on personal development, ecology, fairness...
It is only a little before her thirtieth birthday that she finally dares to start writing novels, after having timidly
scribbled dozens of story ideas on the corners of notebooks.

• Éditions Alchimiste •
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• Patrick Pauget •

The chronicles
of Germania
• The chronicles
of Germania •
2112.
In Germania, the Pure Ones live a life of dreams and luxury. The Aryan race
dominates the world, where all opposition has disappeared. Adolf Hitler’s
dream has become a reality. But as the people celebrate the one hundred and
sixtieth anniversary of the Victory, a new danger lurks. Between corruption
and perversion, a threat lurks. Is it related to the exemplary life of the Von
Keinser twins, the elite of the elite? To the bodies found scarred in a car
accident? Or to a Nazi society with aging traditions? Commissioner Markus
Leimbach, himself the bearer of a dark secret, will have to confront the past
to get answers. Or worse, to get the truth.

• 21,10 € •

• 04-2021 •

• 298 pages •

• 15.2 × 22.9 cm •

Chronicles of a
programmed terror
• Chronicles of a programmed
terror •
The planet is gradually paralyzed by mysterious catastrophes. Accidents, as
absurd as they are atrocious, occur anywhere. At any time. Everything converges
towards a new form of attack. Questions are piling up as fear grows around
the globe. Who is behind all these horrors? How far are these unknown people
willing to go to sow a growing terror?
Time goes by while an obvious fact emerges: what if the very foundations of
the modern world were to falter?

• 12,50 € •

• 10-2019 •

• 106 pages •

• 12.7 × 17.8 cm •

• Éditions Alchimiste •
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The Office of the Deceased

• The Office of the Deceased•
Science-Fiction

Roïn Venkoo wants to end his life. Except that in this perfect world, with obligatory and policed happiness,
everything is regulated. To die, he has to ask authorization... which they are slow to give him. The
machines are formal: he has to wait. But Roïn breaks down and throws himself from the top of a building
and... is resurrected by force.
A trial and a sentence follow: a ban on dying for a minimum of one hundred and seven years, coupled
with an obligation to work in a state-run office. In despair, Roïn chooses the Office of the Deceased, the
administration that watches over the death of citizens... Is his choice or a coincidence?

•

A reminder of the works of Orwell and Wells, all bathed in a Kafkaesque
absurdity.

• 17,50 € •

• 04-2020 •

• 232 pages •

• 17,8 x 12,7 cm •

• Antoine Lencou •
Antoine Lencou is a preoccupied person. Our origins, our future, our consciousness, the purpose of our existence, that of the universe, where he has stored his
keys... Simple questions. Antoine Lencou is today the author of about thirty
short stories, a novella and two novels.

• Éditions Alchimiste •
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• Florian Paret •

Lament of the Shadows

• Lament of the Shadows •
Fantasy

Descendant of a long line of master watchmakers, Elvin Rivière seems ideally suited to take over the family business.
However, behind this seemingly banal profession, his father has a much more obscure activity. Why do all the
inhabitants of Vilelune seem convinced that Émeric Rivière is a sorcerer? What dark schemes does he pursue every
night behind the closed door of his workshop?
As Elvin burns away his best years, he is unaware that a dark reality will soon disrupt his life. He may well
become the heir to a priceless ancestral knowledge that some would be willing to kill for. What can Elvin do when
a disturbing figure begins to follow his path and the first symptoms of the Obsession begin to appear in him? And
above all, what can he do when death comes knocking at his door?
•

With Lament of the Shadows Florian Paret is the author of a dark and marvelous
story that brings to light a universe tinged with fantasy

«A very successful novel, mixing fantasy, where the hero tries to defeat the race of time.
The characters are well done, the plot carefully constructed, and the ending makes you
want to discover the sequel. A must read!» -Lauryn Books

• 19,50 € •

• 10-2020 •

• 356 pages •

• 12.7 × 17.8 cm •

• Florian Paret •
Florian Paret has been passionate about reading since the first stories that lulled his childhood.
He discovered the thrill of writing at the dawn of his adolescence. As the years go by, he will
gradually draw the outlines of a dark universe where the magic of the world always comes
through, sometimes in an unexpected way. Always in search of magic, Florian Paret lives in the
countryside where he continues to write while devoting himself to his other passions: reading,
cinema, Qi Gong, but also the study of traditional Chinese medicine and hypnosis.

• Éditions Alchimiste •
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• Lionel Cruzille •

The Council of Merlin
• The Council of Merlin •
Year 535. The Breton kingdom died along with Arthur at Camlann. Chaos ravages
the island of Brittany, driving Merlin into exile in Armorica. In Brech El Lean,
the old sage organizes a secret meeting. Worried about the posterity of the druids’
teaching, he unveils a priceless treasure: Aramaic manuscripts on the life of Christ.
Merlin wishes to share them with them, as a token of good faith, and thinks that this
will create a bridge between Christians and Druids in order to find a way out of the
current crises.
But the next day, the Druid strangely disappears, leaving his daughter in the hands
of multiple enemies, ready to do anything to eliminate her and take the treasure at
the same time. In spite of herself, Gwendaëlle plunges into an intrigue that exceeds
the stakes imagined. The greatest powers, from Clovis to the Pope, as well as Arthur
himself are involved. Fates cross and intertwine. Gwendaëlle will have to follow in
the footsteps of her father’s past and go to the ends of the earth to find answers. Who
was really her father and where did he get these texts? Did he and Arthur finally find
the Grail?

•

A complete illustrated set by Igor Burlakov aka DartGarry (one of
the illustrators of the famous Mysterium game)

• 26,50 € •

• 10-2020 •

• 448 pages•

• 17.0 × 24.0 cm •

• Lionel Cruzille•
Born in 1976 near Paris, Lionel Cruzille is a novelist and essayist. After several years spent in the
emergency departments of Parisian hospitals, he changed his life. Trained in shiatsu and Qi gong, he
practices meditation daily. His essays address a spirituality beyond religion, following the example of
the teachings he received. In this extension, his novels explore the meaning of reality, question the
current world and its issues or reflect the inner quest of each one.

• Éditions Alchimiste•
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• Jean-Daniel Doutreligne •

Ombruscus
• Ombruscus •
Fantasy

Every evening, on the horizon, the giant Eye of the Stele revolves,
announcing the beginning of the night cycle. The inhabitants must wear
the sleep mask to protect themselves from the Nightmare, for its shadows
alter reality, imprison and kill. Anyone who defies the Nightmare loses
their life. Although Master Val is aware of this, he is still trapped. What
was he looking for when he wandered in so late, without his sleeping
mask?
• 21,10 € •

• 02-2020 •

• 280 pages •

• 229 x 152 cm •

Right sold in Canada

• Ovo Serpentum •
Dark Fantasy
1793, France lives under the reign of terror.
In the occupied city of Lyon, a hussar assigned to Occult Affairs investigates the mysterious disappearance of
a brother in arms. He will confront strange sects, ambitious politicians and dark magics. Alchemy, espionage,
ancient secrets, bewitching music, the dead and the living intertwine in the shadows of history in a strange dance.

• 19,50 €•

• 01-2019•

• 498 pages •

• 12.7 × 17.8 cm •

• Éditions Alchimiste •

• Damien Guirand •
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After the great White
•After the Great White •
A few decades after the «Great White», the day when everything stopped.
In her diary, an earthling from a family of resilient people tells of her time on a
land that has become wild again. Through her memories and the writings of her
ancestors, the past and the fall of a dehumanized era running to its loss, her story
makes the soul travel. His testimony, full of hope, will bring about a new era
for Man: that of the link between animal instinct, human intuition and ancestral
knowledge.

• 12,50 € •

• 09-2019 •

• 96 pages •

• 12.7 × 17.8 cm •

Pahana
Fa

nt

• Pahana •
Plunged into a deep disarray for some time, Judie, a young Parisian like the others,
sees strange shapes floating in the air. Anguished and tortured, she desperately
seeks answers. Coincidences follow one another while supernatural phenomena
accumulate in the four corners of the globe. How is this possible? Why are these
manifestations happening now? While general panic sets in very quickly, the pieces
of a vast puzzle are falling into place. Could this be a sign of the end times? What
if the key is a mysterious Hopi prophecy that is thousands of years old?

«The writing is perilous, frenzied and at the same time deep and intuitive. Lionel Cruzille makes us live a transcendent adventure inside ourselves and with an incredible
prism. He invites us to listen, to internalize this Amerindian message which consists
in connecting the spirit to the matter, in respecting every individual in all things in a
benevolent and enlightened conscience. Get ready for a big shift, it may well test you...»
Sophie Songe

• 19,50 € •

• 10-2019 •

• 208 pages •

• 12.70 × 17.80 cm •

• Éditions Alchimiste •
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• Florent Rigout •

Triangle
• Triangle •
Thriller

Léa is on the trail of her missing father, but as her investigation progresses,
the mystery thickens around her findings. Little by little, things accelerate
and then everything escapes her. Veils are lifted to reveal strange stories
that will force her to question her vision of human history. Why would
her father be linked to these strange legends? What connection can there
be between an ancient privateer, the scientist Leibniz, Nikola Tesla, a
Buddhist lama and the first Pharaoh of Egypt? Drawn against her will
into an unprecedented quest, soon hunted by an enigmatic religious order
and then helped by a man she barely knows, she will go to the ends of the
earth to find the answers.

•

A lively, sharp writing, a well controlled suspense. We want to know
more and we enjoy turning the pages.

«Florent Rigout has an expressed talent for taking his reader through science, history, art or philosophy. There is something intelligible, relevant and rare in what he tells and how he tells it. He
gives us the thirst to learn and to know everything through a spirited and mysterious story».
- Sophie Songe.

• 21,10 € •

• 01-2019 •

• 280 pages •

• 12.7 × 17.8 cm •

• Florent Rigout •
In these stories, Florent Rigout explores the field of hypothesis, that tiny halo
of fog, on the border between science and science fiction, between knowledge
and philosophy. From there, he hopes to humbly put a few words on the unexplained and bring a little water to the mill of the imagination.

• Éditions Alchimiste •

• Pierre-Emmanuel Malod •

Code Gaïa
• Code Gaïa •
A mysterious group of kidnappers, with strange names and obscure goals,
forces the FBI to contact Gad Lewis, a young American oceanographer with
a passion for gray whales. In exchange for the release of two hostages closely
linked to prominent personalities, the young man is forced to talk at length
about thorny ecological problems during a high-profile television show.
Hidden behind this extravaganta request, what are the real intentions
of these terrorists? Who are they? What macabre game are they playing
behind the scenes?

• 21,10 € •

• 03-2020 •

• 268 pages •

• 229 x 152 cm •

Altavia
• Altavia •
Humanity is on the verge of a cataclysmic confrontation. Russia breaks all the rules
and points its warheads at Europe. The invisible world, panicked by the announced
apocalypse, has no right of intercession on the terrestrial course of things. They then
call upon a Chilean sorcerer, Domingo Altavia, the only one capable of navigating
between the human world and their own and of influencing the course of events.
It is only when he is with the chosen one that Altavia will be able to achieve his goal:
to stir up trouble in the direct entourage of the Russian president, to isolate him and
then to impose the truth on him: if he does not renounce the war, he will die very soon.

• 21,10 € •

• 06-2020 •

• 296 pages •

• 22,9 x 15,2 cm •

• Éditions Alchimiste •
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• Adeline Russier •

Stop, Margaret !
• Stop, Margaret •
Margaret is a young woman like many others. And, like everyone
else, she grumbles. The weather, her two children, her job, her
husband, the misfortunes of the world, her life. Everything is open
for complain.
But by dint of her whining, she has brought a terrible curse upon
herself: she is doomed to a future full of bitterness and loneliness.
Her only chance to free herself from the curse is to stop complaining
completely for twenty-eight consecutive days. And she only has three
months to do it!
Can Margaret replace her black words with rainbow words? When
she accepts the challenge, the young woman has no idea how much
this experience will change her life, and maybe even the world.

•

A humorous and inspiring feel-good book that gives us advice, all
with a simple and fluid writing style.
• 1,000 copies sold.

« Stop, Margaret! is a feel-good, funny, optimistic novel. While reading it, one cannot help but smile (or even laugh). However, Margaret is a little bit of each of us.
Who has never grumbled about a trifle? How to avoid grumbling?» - Des plumes et
des livres.

• 21,10 € •

• 12-2018 •

• 264 pages •

• 12.7 × 17.8 cm •

• Adeline Russier •
Adeline taught in elementary school for twelve years, then devoted herself to raising her children before
becoming a childcare assistant. With a wealth of «real life» experience, she knows the daily life of a
woman today and the issues involved. Through entertaining and moving stories, she leads the reader to
question herself, a pleasant interlude in the daily life and an invitation to dive back into her life with more
optimism, energy and joy.

• Éditions Alchimiste •
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The seasons without you
• The seasons without you •
Roman contemporain

In love since high school, Mathilde and Léo are calm and composed. Until
the day when everything changes in a few seconds. Carried away by a tidal
wave, Mathilde disappears at sea. They will never find her body.
Léo’s life collapses from one day to the next. Weeks go by but he can’t get his
head up, drowned in his dark thoughts and his remorse, which he considers a
cowardice: not to have succeeded in jumping in to save her, not to have died
in her place.
Relentlessly, life goes on and it goes on without Leo. The injunctions fall, the
vise tightens: work, his young son, his family.
Will he manage to make peace? Can we continue to live when the unthinkable
strikes us? Can we ever love again?

•

«Seasons Without You» is a beautiful book, both tender and raw with
truth, about grief, life, love and forgiveness, both for oneself and for
others. A path to resilience.
«The author’s pen is sensitive, flayed, raw. We let ourselves be carried by the words
(evils?) over the seasons. It’s a bare bones, awareness that gradually shows us that we
will get out. Seasons without you is a touching, moving novel that fully shows the suffering of a loss and the long work that follows to rebuild.» - Des Plumes et des livres

• 20,50 € •

• 01-2021 •

• 202 pages •

• 15.2 × 22.9 cm •

• Florent Rigout •
In these stories, Florent Rigout explores the field of hypothesis, that tiny halo
of fog on the border between science and science fiction, between knowledge
and philosophy. From there, he hopes to humbly put a few words on the unexplained and bring water to the mill of dreams.

• Éditions Alchimiste •
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• Stéphanie H. •

Let the living
• Let the living •
Roman contemporain

Suddenly awakened in the middle of the night, Lili and Julien quickly
realize that the cruise ship on which they are celebrating their honeymoon
is sinking. Panic-stricken, they try to reach the lifeboats. Thrown about in
the storm, fighting against the other passengers for their survival, Lili loses
sight of Julien and then everything goes dark. When she comes to, the sun
is shining brightly over her head and the sea is clear. Lili is on an orange
boat, surrounded by six other survivors. Unfortunately, Julien is not among
them. A long journey begins, between hope and sorrow. A wait stretching
to infinity, cradled on a sea of oil, clinging to these strangers. Waiting for
help to come, waiting for a coast, an island, to find dry land. For Lili, each
day that passes takes her further away from her husband, from the hope of
seeing him again. Lili struggles, Lili remembers her youth, her friends, her
husband, their meeting, their first kiss. Then, while all seems lost, strange
phenomena occur.

«A great read, hard to put down. The story may seem slow, but it tells so many
things and details that the bool becomes dense. The alternation between present and memories is well done and gives to perceive the path of Lili, her life,
her emotions. It is an ode to life that takes shape over the pages.» - Imagin’encre

• 21,10 € •

• 07-2019 •

• 236 pages •

• 12.7 × 17.8 cm •

• Stéphanie H.•
Psycho-criminologist and doctor in Life Sciences, Stéphanie H. is 35 years old and currently works in
the penitentiary field as well as in academic research. Her job, confronting her daily with the darkest
and most fragile corners of the human soul, leads her to write all those diffuse impressions that human beings are confronted with when facing their own end. Let the living is her second novel.

•Éditions Alchimiste •
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Clouds’time
• Clouds’time •
Roman Initiatique

Year 22,020. The Pupines are a people living on the first of the twelve Clouds
composing the Constellation of the Pleiades, in the heart of the invisible. In this
world, the human species disappeared a long time ago. Chêne-Sage, a specialist
in the Human Sciences, is about to explain the reasons for this to Samuel, Léa,
Paul and Lucas, four young Pupins of initiation age.
They will then have to go beyond their knowledge to reach the «co-birth». But the
revelations of Chêne-Sage gradually upset their view of Life and shatter their
innocence. Astonishing discoveries about human acts will lead them to question
their own role.
Do humans really belong to the past as Chêne-Sage claims? In what Time do the
Pupins actually live? Will the future bring a rebirth? But perhaps it is towards a
radical transformation in the present that everyone is heading?

•17,50 € •

• 04-2019 •

• 230 pages •

• 12.7 × 17.8 cm •

• The paths of the Alchemist •
Roman Initiatique

1560, Rouen. While the religious war between Catholics and Protestants rages
on, Johannes Balsamo, an alchemist doctor, continues to initiate Martin into the
art of elixirs. For the young apprentice, things seemed simple and his path was
clear. But his destiny is about to shake him up. Soon forced to flee persecution,
Martin goes into exile.
Forced to protect his knowledge and to slip through the cracks of an evil prowling
all over Europe, what paths will Martin have to take to accomplish the Great
Work and obtain the Philosopher’s Stone, the Mother of all medicines?

• 21,10 € •

• 03-2021 •

• 310 pages •

• 15.2 × 22.9 cm •

• Éditions Alchimiste •
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• Jean-Baptiste Dethieux •

Sunny Belly

• Sunny belly•
Children fiction

Paul says strange things to himself, often and especially today, because it is a special day. He is starting
his first year of school in 4th grade and has changed schools. Like everything new, this event paralyzes and
fascinates him. It’s like being born again, he says. Most children are born once and for all when they come
out of their mother’s womb, that’s understood. This one is different. He feels that it will take time or several
tries to really be born, because Paul is so different from other children. He only hopes that this will not be
seen too quickly, but he knows that this is futile, because Paul is not only Paul.
He is Paul, the child suffering from a handicap that is called with a very curious name, Asperger’s syndrome,
a form of autism...

•

A poignant testimony on autism, from the child’s point of view.

• 14,50 € •

• 01-2019 •

• 144 pages •

• 12.7 × 17.8 cm •

• Jean-Baptiste Dethieux •
Born in 1966, Jean-Baptiste Dethieux is a psychiatrist and psychoanalyst in
Toulouse. He is the author of several articles in the field of psychiatry and
psychoanalysis. His first book, «Le voyage de Jeanne», was published in 2009
by Éditions Anne Carrière and his second, «Renaissance» (Éditions Taurnada), in 2014.Sunny Belly is his third book.

• Éditions Alchimiste •
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The Apostle of the Shadow

Four bodies buried in a hurry in a bourgeois garden. Four more here, four more there, and always
the same pentacle engraved on the walls... For Thomas Van Eecke and Maxime Lanier, the officers
of the Lyon police force confronted with these sordid crimes, this is just another investigation.
However, this one is going to get out of hand very quickly, to become complicated and bogged down
in a strange and disturbing magical aura. They will discover, at their expense, that the evil is deeper. An evil that eats away at you from the inside and strikes you down in a flash. An evil without
remedy...
• 2.700 copies sold

« This omnipresent borderline side is really captivating and thrilling, we walk on a
thread to give way at any moment and that makes the reading extremely intense.»
- Babelio’s opinion

• Oxanna Hope•
Oxanna Hope lived in many cities before returning at the age of 14 to the region where she was born. At the
age of 15, she decided that her future profession would be that of an author, but she also worked for several
years in the horse-riding industry and then in the automotive sector before becoming involved in helping autistic
children. Author of fantasy novels, esoteric thrillers and dystopias, she also writes for young people.
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Stalker
English title:
Publisher : Black Ink
Release date : 2019-12-23
Serie : One shot
By: Manon Donaldson
Manon Donaldson takes readers on an addictive mystery hunt, and as usual, she doesn't
fail to surprise them, to make them think, even to the point of doubting their sanity. This is
great script art, worthy of the greatest thrillers of the small (and big) screen!

Euros 17.00

Back Cover:

romance

Thriller

319 pages

Reviews:

Jackson, an arrogant and talented trader, leads his career at a
hundred miles an hour, and consumes his multiple conquests at the
same pace. Until a mysterious computer genius invades every corner
of his daily life and proposes a perverse power game. If he initially
treats the hacker's threats with contempt, he soon realizes that he
now has something to lose: Charlotte, the first woman who can
arouse real feelings in him. Will he be able to fight on unequal terms
against the omnipresent threat that hangs over them?

Key words:

14 x 21 cm

Copies sold:

more than 2.300

"This novel is simply gripping. Blending suspense and romance to
perfection, this one was able to unsettle me and make my head spin
to the point of losing me. Totally." Delion
"Manon Donaldson signs a surprising romance where the incongruous
invites itself, knocking me off my feet. A cloistered and tense
atmosphere where the evolution of the characters upsets. And a sick
twist! A moving and mind-boggling read! A game where the rules are
defined only by madness and destruction!" Esmeralda
"It's addictive and even after I finished with all my answers, I still
wanted more. This book turned my brain upside down, got me
hooked, It thrilled me, it transported me, captivated me and I loved
it!" Borgnon

Agreeement:
French Audio

VE.RI.TAS
English title: Nobody is perfect
Publisher : Black Ink
Release date : 2019-07-05
Serie : One shot
By: Isabelle Fourié
Take a classic contemporary romance: college, strip away the clichés, incorporate secrets,
betrayal, and immeasurable love, add the fluid and oh-so-rich writing of an established
author, and you have VE.RI.TAS.
VE.RI.TAS was the winner of the 2018 Black Ink Editions competition on the theme of
College Romance. It had been a unanimous winner with the judges, the excitement was
confirmed by the female readers.
Euros 17.00

Back Cover:

romance

Young Adult

328 pages

Reviews:

Welcome to Harvard. A star field hockey player on the varsity team,
Leo is the stereotype of the popular student. Handsome, rich and
arrogant, he is the fantasy of the female population and uses his
charm to get what he wants. Everything seems to be going his way.
Why propose a very strange deal to the beautiful but cold Astrid?
Why does she accept to play his fake girlfriend without any
compensation? Undoubtedly attracted to each other, this story will
quickly overtake them. Will the lies behind which they hide resist for
long? Will the truth break the unexpected but special bond between
them?

Key words:

14 x 21 cm

Copies sold:

more than 15.000

"This story is addictive, funny, beautiful and very enjoyable to read.
The plot is carried through to the end and the main and secondary
characters are interesting, touching and very engaging. This is a real
favorite." Minnierose95
"An excellent novel that can be read in one sitting because it is so
addictive that I couldn't let go until I knew the end." Paulette

Agreeement:
French Audio

La romance de ma vie...
Tu parles !
English title: The romance of my life... You
Publisher : Black Ink
Release date : 2020-03-20
Serie : One shot
By: Farah Anah
In this novel, with a cover full of pink, Farah Anah decided, for the time of a story, to lay
down the weapons and to offer a little lightness to her heroes.
The romance of my life... You bet! is the promise of a fresh and entertaining moment where
butterflies in the stomach and humor come together to offer a parenthesis of pure
happiness. Ah yes, but we're talking about Farah Anah anyway... So beware, she might
have had a few sadistic relapses along the way... In conclusion, a fresh and funny romance,
whose unpredictable turns might surprise
Euros 17.00
14x21 cm
334 pages

Back Cover:

Reviews:

Alizée, a successful author, but does not leave her house.
Alizée has an old rapist cat named Vampyr. Alizée only wears fluffy
pajamas, no matter what some people think. Alizée doesn't like
children, nor her parents, nor...
No, the list would be too long, let's stay on what she likes... Alizée
loves peace and quiet, so she can't stand her hot neighbor who
makes the girls scream after dark. They could show solidarity, after
all! Alizée is going to fight with...
Ervin is handsome. Ervin is muscular. Women like Ervin and he knows
it. WORSE! He takes full advantage of it! Ervin is incorrigibly arrogant.
Ervin is a pain in the ass. Ervin has a neighbor who resists him, and
he's determined to make her bend over... Except he didn't expect the
Alizée phenomenon...

Key words:
romance

humour

Copies sold:

More than 12.000

"Despite the lightness of the title and the cover which remind us at
every moment of the piquant jokes of the two main protagonists, the
background is touching, sincere, real, REAL!" Lidwyyn @cosmebook
"This dinginess makes you smile, laugh, just magical scenes. The
encounter with the natural and the superficial has its share of dark
areas, quickly chased by all this brightness. But the duration of
brightness varies, it is never permanent, this book is summer and
winter." Graziella
"A real pleasure this story, skillfully mixing humor, tenderness and
emotion." Analy
"This story is like a great breath of fresh air, with humor, great
scathing lines, sometimes funny, sometimes stinging, acerbic. But
there is also love in all its forms, sadness too, and a form of suspense.
Totally under the spell!" Aurélia

Agreeement:
French Audio

Goran
English title: Goran
Publisher : Black Ink
Release date : 2018-03-07
Serie : One shot
By: Emma Landas
Once again, with her sunny heroes, Emma Landas proves that love can bring together
those who oppose each other. When reading this novel, readers are not at the end of their
surprise, because like the heroine, they will only learn later that Goran is actually a priest.
The author likes to say that Goran is her spirit novel, and the heroes seem so real that yes,
maybe somewhere Goran exists.
Euros 17.00

Back Cover:

romance

324 pages

Reviews:

Charlie is no dreamer, but she is determined. She comes from the
bad parts of Chicago and an equally bad family, and she's
determined to make a better future for herself. Men are incidental,
her experience has convinced her not to rely on them. She only
knows bad boys and has finally convinced herself that romance and
love are not for her. But then there's this guy who comes to sing one
night in the bar where she works, and who doesn't treat her like the
others. It's hard not to fall for him. How could she imagine that this
handsome dark-haired man with a French accent and Slavic origins is
planning to engage in a completely different kind of love?

Key words:

14 x 21 cm

Copies sold:

More than 10.000

"I was blown away by the power of this story. With this novel, Emma
Landas gets right in our faces by bringing to light heartbreaking
themes. She captured the essence of love and magnified it with
heroes who were not suited for love." The enchanted world of my
readings
"In addition to being original, this story takes you by storm and you
come out of it feeling great." LycAllam
"THE book that makes you think, that pushes you to go and
document yourself on the historical facts on which the author relies,
and the one that puts you face to face with humanity." Jess

Agreeement:
French Audio

Black Haters
English title:
Publisher : Black Ink
Release date : 2021-02-01
Serie : Black Haters
By: Manon Donaldson
Manon Donaldson est une auteure de romance à suspense. Originaire du Canada, elle avait
déjà enfant, une imagination débordante... Chevaliers, princesses, sorcières, vilains... Elle
adorait inventer ses propres histoires dont elle était l’héroïne. Les deux tomes de Steel
Brothers sont nommés best-sellers en Europe.
Euros 17.00

Back Cover:

Dystopie

Fantasy

470 pages

Reviews:

Her future was set, his future could not be more uncertain.
Belonging to the Elite means perfection without free will. Nellyanna,
daughter of Councilman Mavoy, is about to celebrate her older
sister's lavish wedding.
On this occasion, she meets Lander, a mysterious man determined
to confuse her.
But the event of the year is disrupted by an attack perpetrated by
the Black Haters, a small group working in the shadows, demanding
justice and truth from the government that oppresses them as much
as it hides them from the people. Nellyanna's destiny changes when
she is kidnapped by the rebels and realizes that her world is built on
unmentionable secrets.
Will Lander sign her doom or her freedom? And what is this truth
that escapes her?

Key words:

14x21 cm

Copies sold:

more than 6.000

"Black Haters is an excellent dystopia that leaves no respite from
reading thanks to its endearing characters and its plot that does not
fail to play with us. A novel that grabs us and makes us go through all
the stages of emotion, but above all, a novel that does not leave us
indifferent and makes us think. Love, power, violence, and sadness
are mixed together in a way that breaks our hearts in many ways. A
gripping novel, provided with twists and turns that do not allow any
boredom and that make it fascinating!" Carine
"If you're looking for an adrenaline-filled, fast-paced story with a
cleverly thought-out plot, told with genius and a dose of sadism,
Black Haters is for you!" Eloise

Agreeement:
French Audio

Dark Ages
English title: Dark Ages - The fallen Princess
Publisher : Black Ink
Release date : 2021-09-03
Serie :
By: Kalvin Kay
Kalvin Kay makes her comeback with this historical romance worthy of the best series.
Vikings fans will be delighted and largely served with this story which mixes fights and
passion. A writing always as enchanting for a moment of reading taking

14x21 cm

Back Cover:

Reviews:

The Vikings sweep across the seas to plunder everything in their
path. Pictavia is not spared. To save his kingdom, the king has no
choice but to make a pact with the northern invaders. A few years
later, great sails darken the coasts to take back the Pictish princess
who was promised to them.
Sole heiress to the throne, Nola does not yet know that she must
marry a man she does not know. Kidnapped by these barbarians, she
will have to learn to live with this Viking who never stops
tormenting her. She will never be able to love a man so cold and
contemptuous. Runn aspires to remain a ruthless warrior and takes a
dim view of this foreigner that his king and father imposes on him as
a wife.
However, the gods seem to be working hard to bring them together.
In the face of hardship, they will have to join forces and perhaps
they will learn to love each other beyond what they had imagined?

Key words:
romance

history

270 pages

Copies sold:

More than 1.000

"Very good moment of reading which embarks us in the country of
Vikings. A historical romance that keeps us on our toes!" Val
"A dive into a world of mythology, romance and action for our
greatest happiness." Fluffy
"A dynamic book that is so addictive that it devours itself. A historical
romance immersing you in a world of Vikings, action and passion."
Juliette
"A novel full of twists and turns, action, betrayals, secrets and
sometimes barbarity, but also a very touching love story. Clearly,
there's never a dull moment." Sarah

Agreeement:
French Audio
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• Anna Triss •

The Charming Prince
exist!
• (He’s Italian and hitman) •
I’m Robyn, a young single mother with a flowery language,
clumsy and tattooed. Politically incorrect and proud of it!
The only Prince Charming I believe in is the hero of the story
I read to my daughter every night. My ex almost broke me and
I will never let a man break me again. I juggle my job as a
bartender and tattoo artist to make ends of month. My princess
and I, it’s the two of us against the rest of the world!
So I won’t succumb to the beautiful turquoise eyes of the tall,
dark and lonely man who has moved into the apartment across
the street from me. I will not step in a dog turd in front of him
with my right foot. I won’t wallow at his feet and wonder if
I forgot to put on panties under my dress. And of course, I
won’t hit him in the face with a genetically modified zucchini.
Nevertheless, the mystery that surrounds this superb Italian specimen attracts me irresistibly, even if most of the time
he is deeply unsympathetic and undeniably cold.
How bad is it, doctor?
•
•

Anna Triss hits hard with this first novel. She won the French Renaissance
Literary Award at the 5th Niort Book Fair.
Her duology reached 25.000 copies all together. Amours, flingues et
macaronis is the sequel to this novel.

« I had some real laughs from start to end. » @les.lectures.de.sarah
« A reading that lasted 24 hours so much I couldn’t stop! »
@aurelie_camilina
«A reading you can’t let go! The author dares, breaks the codes, perfectly paces her story and it’s just great. »
@lesromancesdemallaury

• 17 € •

• 05-2019 •

• 396 pages •

• 14x21 cm •

• Anna Triss •
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The Courtesan Queen
• The Courtesan Queen•
After centuries of peace, the four Elemental Kingdoms of Symbiosis are
at war with each other. Sylvan, the young King, a cruel and ruthless
warrior with the ability to control Fire magic, is enslaving the other three
kingdoms of Symbiosis, spreading death and terror in his path. I am
Queen Alena of the Gelane Clan, which is affiliated with water magic.
I was captured by my worst enemy during the siege of my city.
I already know the fate that awaits me tonight. Like the princesses of
the other two Elemental Clans that preceded me, I am destined to become
the new wife of the tyrant Sylvan. And tomorrow at dawn... I will be
executed. But queen or slave, I am first and foremost a Gelane. I will
honor our ancestral motto.
« Faced with his enemy, a Gelane sheds no tears, and never
gives up wielding her weapons. »

•
•

Anna Triss unveils herself in the fantasy genre with a rewriting of the tales of
the thousand and one nights, romance style.
Sold in Canada

« From the first page, we are caught directly in the universe, the reading is fluid, beautiful, poetic,
magical. Action, romance, friendship, emotion, humor (because yes even in this novel sometimes
dark she manages to put her little grain of madness) eroticism are at the appointment. Anna Triss
has once again bewitched me. 422 pages of pure delight. » @Mielpops
« A reading that carried me like a feather in the wind; that pierced me like an ice pick and melted
me like snow; that anchored me on this island, as beautiful as it is ugly, like the roots of a tree; that
fanned me like a fire in the hearth and that made me hope like a shadow behind the misfortune »
@annais.jumeau

• 17 € •

• 10-2019 •

• 422 pages •

• 15.5cm x 22cm •

• Anna Triss •
Anna Triss has published several novels including, the crazy romance Prince
Charming Exists! becomes a bestseller in a few months and collects the first
prize for romance at the 2019 Niort book fair.
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• Manon Donaldson •

Steel Brothers

• Steel Brothers •
Vengeance...
9 letters that have marked my life for the past 7 years, a word that sums up my only reason to
exist. I’ve reached the end... Finally... When Evelynn, a 14 year old teenager, discovers her family
massacred, her trauma turns into hatred that fuels her desire for revenge.
Evelynn becomes Ivy. 7 years after the tragedy, she manages to infiltrate and be accepted by the
Steel Brothers, a biker gang with unsavory morals. They are responsible for the death of her
family, they must pay, and Ivy has a foolproof plan. At their head, the dark Dante could well put
everything in question. Dangerous and lawless, the powerful gang leader will play an unexpected
role. Will Ivy be able to play a game when she doesn’t know the rules?
•

The saga has become a staple of the biker and motorcycle sub-genre. Packed
with action, twists and turns, love, betrayal, sultry scenes and lies, it has
become a reference.
• Released in audio by Audible

«This book harpooned my heart, by its men, bikers, rebels, bad boys, dangerous, endearing, for
this heroine with a warm heart and body.» Jessy Jess
« Devoured in two days, this novel clearly shortened my nights. » Emily

• 17 € •

• 05-2018 •

• 496 pages •

• 14x21 cm •

• Manon Donaldson•
Manon Donaldson is an author of suspenseful romance. Originally from Canada,
she had already as a child, an overflowing imagination... Knights, princesses, witches, villains... She loved to invent her own stories in which she was the heroine.
The two volumes of Steel Brothers are best-sellers in Europe.

• Black Ink •

• Chlore Smys et Juliette Pierce •
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Sinner Love
• Sinner Love •
It only takes a second for your life to change.
Because yes, it only took a second for my stepfather to kill my mother
in front of me, and make me an orphan at sixteen. I was entrusted to
the custody of the mysterious Darrow MacKenna, this powerful and
rich computer genius, founder of Sparks, the trendy dating application.
Darrow MacKenna, this tortured man who has no choice but to open the
doors of his high-tech home to protect me from the dangers that pursue
me. But no one thought that maybe he was the danger. No one thought
that all codes have their weaknesses, even the one of his heart. Nobody
thought that his refuge would shelter our stolen kisses. Our forbidden
love. Nor that I, Hazel Burns, would become his system error.

•

• + 9,000 sales
• In audio format at Audible
This four-hander puts everyone in agreement: dark, tortured and psychological,
it is however a romance full of light and hope that the authors deliver.

«This story is a beauty without a name, you know that kind of novel, which takes you to the guts,
which makes you shed a small tear and the next minute makes you laugh. This kind of novel that
touches your heart, that upsets you, because of the subjects treated but also because of the characters, their lives, their characters, their strengths in the face of the trials to be overcome. For me
this novel is perfect on all points. I am subjugated» Babelio’s opinion

• 17 € •

• 10-2020 •

• 493 pages •

• Chlore Smys •

• 14 x 21cm •
• Juliette Pierce •

When she leaves her paper heroes, Chlore Smys plays with numbers: she controls the management of a large Belgian federal public
service. In her forties, a biologist by training, she spends her free
time travelling the roads of her beloved Belgium to support her husband and her two sons on the hockey fields.

A great fan of fantasy, Juliette went to Hogwarts, knows
the Three Laws of Robotics by heart, and would dream
of being a Gold.

• Black Ink •
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• Angel Arekin•

The Missing Obsession
• The Missing Obsession •
«You’re locked in here, but I’m locked in with you. Always. Don’t
forget that.»
What would you do if you woke up one morning in a cell, trapped
by a possessive and mysterious deranged person? What would you
do if you had to fight for your survival while fighting to preserve
your mind? Captive in a room with cold walls, Faustine has only
two choices: cling to life by submitting to the whims of her captor
or face his torment and not be sure she will escape unscathed. But
this is without counting the Machiavellian and devious mind of the
one who is holding her prisoner. How far does he intend to take her?
Enter the room at your own risk, you are not sure to come out alive...

•

Angel Arekin is already a bestselling author with many flagship romance
saga. This tortured dark romance is a revelation to our readers.
• 8,000+ sales
• Available in audio format from Audible.

«This book is out of competition, a nugget, a jewel. It is one of the best, if not the best of the
genre.» Amina
«This book is a chess game where the King is mental, the Bishop is winning and the Queen is
symbiosis.» Jessy Jess
«The only thing I know for sure is that as soon as I opened the book, I couldn’t put it down
and only the last word made me look up. To finally catch my breath.» Mina P

• 17 € •

• 02-2019 •

• 373 pages •

• Black Ink •

• 14x21 cm •
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Silence Scream
• Silence Scream •
A killer is on the prowl in Lofoten, these magnificent islands of Norway,
where night never falls in winter and the midnight sun lights up the summer
days. This is where Maja grew up, on these fragmented lands that harbor
so many secrets. This is where Caern and his sister arrived a few years
ago, after their family went bankrupt. A silent and marginal teenager,
with a wild and charismatic beauty, Caern is nevertheless despised by all.
Only Maja sees him differently and befriends him despite the warnings of
her family. But as the relationship between the two teenagers develops, the
Lofoten Killer strikes again, destroying the tranquility of the archipelago.
Ten years pass before fate puts them back on the same path. The past has
left indelible traces but the attraction between them is still present.
The problem is that they are not alone...

•

Angel Arekin writes a novel that perfectly combines thriller and
romance.
• Available in audio format at Audible.

« Angel Arekin has this ability to transport me into each of her writings, bewitching me, seducing
me. She also has this ability to scratch my heart and take it as a trophy. Then there is the denouement, and there, there you know that Angel Arekin has this gift, this pen that transports you, that
bites you in the flesh until it reaches your soul. Thank you again for this moment of reading from
which I do not leave unscathed once again»
Shelby Kaly

• 17 € •

• 06-2019 •

• 412 pages •

• 14x21 cm •

• Angel Arekin •
She has been a writer for 3 years in a communications agency and has been writing
for over 10 years. Angel Arekin divides her time between her family, her work, her
books and her films. She is a romance author and also excels in literary writing.

• Black Ink •
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• Emma Landas •

Bad Trip in Alaska
• Bad trip in Alaskal •
If Meghan doesn’t find the perfect trip, she’s fired from her
travel agency. An Alaskan by birth, she’s sure she’ll find the
Good Trip in these wild lands. But that was before she met the
worst Alaskan guide there is. This is Kal. Kal the antisocial,
Kal the icy, Kal the jackal... The problem is that he is also : Kal
the sculptural, Kal the phenomenal, Kal the ot one... and that a
bear who tries to smile, well it’s really cute !
Between them, it’s explosive, and their sparks are enough to feed
the gossips of the small town of Sitka. In short, everything
suggests that poor Meghan has everything to make a Bad Trip
in AlasKaL.

•

• + Over 9,000 sales
Available in audio format at Audible

« A chillingly captivating, emotionally overwhelming and actively engaging read. A heartbreaker! Fast-paced and brutal, masterful strokes of the heart among these wild, untamed and sublime landscapes, and these raw, bruised and extremely endearing characters.» Anais Jumeau
«I’m more than happy to find Emma Landas’ wonderful flowing pen. As in each of her novels,
she has managed to perfectly combine serious themes and humor!» Maria-Magdalena

• 17 € •

• 12-2018 •

• 270 pages •

• Black Ink •

• 14x21 cm •
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• Emma Landas •
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Green Oak
• Green Oak •
Victoria’s life is turned upside down one sunny summer day,
when her heart sinks along with her to the bottom of the lake.
He, the half-blood who has been cast aside by his people, the
handsome gypsy with grey eyes and skin too dark for the gadjos
but too pale for his own, is the opposite of the pretty blonde
from the aristocracy. And yet! Fate plays with conventions and
appearances. The old holm oak will witness this timeless love
that unites two souls that everyone is trying to separate.

•

• Available in audio format at Audible
A romance with a timeless feel, which joins the most
beautiful love stories worthy of a fairy tale
«I doubt that my words are enough to express what this story has inspired me, instilled in me,
but in any case Emma I sincerely salute your creativity, your talent and your sensitivity here
exacerbated. I think, I can say without scruple, that you have written a wonderful tale that
I enjoyed reading - trying to delay the arrival of the word «end» - and that I loved every moment of it.» Osez Lire
«A reading that moved me to tears, turned my insides inside out and stabbed my heart. A
confession sublimated as much by suffering as by joy, by despair as much as by dreams, by
love as much as by abandonment, by betrayal as much as by support... I could go on like this
for a while, but I might as well let you discover the story of Victoria and Lorialet, which is so
touching, intoxicating, combative and romantic.» Annais Jumeau

• 18 € •

• 12-2018•

• 270 pages •

• 14x21 cm •

• Emma Landas •
A nurse in real life, but a novelist in her dreams, Emma lets her pen be guided by
the encounters that life offers her, but also by the magnificent landscapes that are
the pride of the Bordeaux region where she lives.

• Black Ink •
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• Farah Anah•

Esme

• Esme •
The gringa, that’s what they called me in the neighborhood.
I was only twelve years old and had no prospects for the future, until I met him. Abain saved
me, Abain gave me not only hope, but passion. We were inseparable, he was my half, of love
and friendship, my reason when I misplaced mine, caught me at the edge of those chasms where,
by his fault, I almost slipped. His outstretched hand, his look full of promises of a better future
were in reality... a poison. I understood it when, without any explanation, he disappeared from
my life. When I saw him years later, that summer day, at my workplace, suffering the burn of his
indifference. Why did he abandon me? Why come back into my life like this? And who the hell is
that woman with him? Only questions remain that will make me sink into a tortuous tragedy.

•

Esmé is a dark and poignant romance with a tragic feel.
• Over 13,500 sales
• Available in audio format at Audible

• 17 € •

• 09-2019 •

• 381 pages •

• 14x21 cm •

• Farah Anah•
Her favorite universe being vampire bit lit and fantasy, she wrote her first contemporary romance at twenty-seven. «Ad vitam aeternam» was published by Black Ink
Editions in 2017. Then followed other books, in different fields, (fantasy, romantic
suspense) whose main element remains however the romance.

• Black Ink •
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Devil in me
• Devil in me •
«Have some tea and sit on the couch.»
Locked up in a psychiatric ward for several months, my name is
Alix and I have no idea why I am here. Dr. Madsen is kind, he
offers me tea, helps me to recover my memories. He is my guide. At
least... I think so. Should I trust him? Or should I turn to Liam,
my only friend? Unless he too is just a mirage, a madman among
many others. What about this doctor? This doctor Madsen, too
good to be true? Maybe they’re right. Maybe I am crazy after all.
I am choking, terrified of going down an even more tortuous
path... because the road to the truth is dark, scary and not
necessarily the road to recovery.

•

Juliette Pierce delivers a dark romance with the appearance of a
psychological thriller in a dark and twisted universe.

« This is a book that you can’t put down because you want to know the truth. A quest that you accomplish with an atypical heroine and yet so endearing. It’s a book that you don’t forget, because
it marks you, disturbs you, makes you question your own mental health. Bravo dear Juliette, your
writing is sublime, classy and delicate. Another favorite for the beginning of the year..»
Shelby Kaly
«This is a completely disconcerting read that still grips me when I’ve turned the last page. A psychological love at first sight for this fluid, soft, disturbing and discreet pen which took me with it
in the depths of the psyche and the human perversity..»
Annais Jumeau

• 17 € •

• 12-2018 •

• 270 pages •

• 14x21 cm •

• Farah Anah•
A great fan of fantasy, Juliette went to Hogwarts, knows the Three Laws of
Robotics by heart and would dream of being a Gold.

• Black Ink •
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• Morgane Stankiewiez •

Sex Tape
• Sex Tape •
Alice’s life is turned upside down when an eighteen-year-old
sex tape surfaces featuring her and Styx Winter, now a global
rock star. Fortunately for her, Eva, a New York communications
officer, will help her turn this disaster into an opportunity...

• 17,90 € • • 07-2019 •
• 250 pages • •14,8 x 21 cm •
•
•

A contemporary and feminist romance that breaks the clichés of the genre.
• A caustic humor and lively and tasty dialogues.
An endearing, human heroine who questions the balance between family life
and the realization of her dreams.

« Sextape is an original romance that breaks the codes and clichés of the genre. The heroine is a
marvel of humor and strength, and Dorian makes her an ambassador of modern feminism. The
story is very nice, we are carried away very easily, it is a very good book. The pen is very effective
and confirms the talent of this author. To discover»
Les Livres de Flo
«Sextape is an original novel, a current novel, which has a feminist face. It is pleasant to read a
different novel, but the most original is to find two different versions of a it, a beautiful initiative
(Queer or not) of Dorian Lake» Mille et Une page

• Morgane Stankiewiez •
Morgane is a chameleon-like author, unable to stick to one style or
to a universe. She flits from one atmosphere to another, from one era to another, carried along by an imaginary world full of darkness, guided by a black
muse who hardly gives her any respite. Certain themes are however found in
her texts, such as the need for freedom, as well as the place of the feminine,
so that women always take the lead in her novels or her short stories.

• Noir d’Absinthe •

• Morgane Stankiewiez •
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Conspiring for his Queen
• Conspiring for his Queen •
Lucien is the King’s bodyguard, a prestigious office that he owes
to the benevolence of the royal wife. When the latter asks him to
intrigue against the Duchess of Aiguillon, he has no choice but
to accept. The mission quickly takes on a life of its own when
English spies interfere in the maneuver...
An erotic novel where court intrigues, espionage, seduction
games and sword duels follow one another in a merciless dance.

Text available in english

•
•
•

Erotic and historical: A story that mixes historical and erotic intrigue, without
one taking precedence over the other.
Realistic Versailles: If some liberties are taken, the political situation is that of
the time and the stakes are anchored in history. The novel is documented.
Sulphurous: The text presents a libertine and cruel Versailles, where Lucien is a
victim as well as an executioner.

• 17,89 € •

• 07-2019 •

• 236 pages •

• 14,8 x 21 cm •

« Various feelings are transmitted through this reading; excitement, fear, doubt, anxiety... Until
the decisive moment, we are held in thrill thanks to the suspense used by Dorian so that the final
surprises by its poignant side.» - Ivre de mots
« Roughly speaking, The Queen’s Spy deftly blends the historical and the erotic in Versailles in
1776. Written by Dorian Lake, this novel will satisfy both fans of history and those who know nothing about it. The fluid writing immerses us so much in the story that it becomes impossible not
to sink into it, alongside characters with complex and worked psychology. A favorite that I recommend with my eyes closed.» Papillon Voyageur

• Noir d’Absinthe •
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• Lisa Sotto •

The Dancing Girl
• The dancing girl •
When Asa goes in search of her origins, blue in the face on the
Irish paths, she did not expect to meet a man like Marec. She is
a child of the world, he of the mountains. In countries near and
far, between two dance steps, Asa and Marec cross paths and
move apart, questioning each other about life, its meaning and
their love, the only constant in this waltz of feelings.
The Dancing Girl is an ode to the other and to life, a feminist
and humanist story, a journey towards an elsewhere, but above
all towards the interior.

•
•

A committed, humanistic romance that evokes current issues such as the rights of
children and women around the world, with a poetic pen that always rings true.
A journey to the end of oneself, which makes us cross the Earth and carries us away
in a torrent of emotions.
• An ode to friendship, love and freedom.

• 19,90 € •

• 04-2020 •

• 422 pages •

• 14,8 x 21 cm •

«In conclusion, The Dancing Girl is a beautiful story that opens up with many themes. It is one of the
few books that was able to make me cry until I stopped breathing. I’m not a romantic, but I have to
admit that it’s beautiful to follow this young woman who loves to talk to trees on her journey. Her
discovery of herself and her home which is where her heart takes her. Asa was able to take me on her
journey of tolerance, peace, doubt and serenity. No doubt these two will not be leaving me anytime
soon.» - Les Chroniques Livresques

• Lisa Soto •
As a teenager, she began writing melancholic poems, until the urge to create
caught up with her in 2015 and led her her to the paths of Wattpad. Between
being a mom and working as an orthoptist, writing helps her decompress, while
allowing her to express how she feels, her beliefs, and her ideas about the world
today.

• Noir d’Absinthe •

• Sarah Buschmann •
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Flesh witch

• Flesh witch •
Australia, 2016.
Seven years after a massacre that decimated an entire family, new murders occur in Melbourne.
Homicides so sordid that Flesh Witchcraft, taboo since the great hunts that tore the country apart,
is evoked. For Arabella Malvo, lieutenant of the crime squad, are particularly destabilizing. Why
do the victims look like sisters to her? Did the murderer know her? Why now? One thing is certain:
the abyss she has been running from for all these years is in danger of opening up again beneath her
feet. And this time, to swallow her up for good...

• Finalist for the Masterton Prize 2019
• A very dark story: close to thriller, even horror.
• Complex characters: a tortured heroine with a painful past and a tragic fate.
• A text with revelations: particularly audacious twists, a criminal difficult to
identify, with a suspense as chilling as in Seven.

• 19,90 € •

• 10-2018 •

• 368 pages •

• 14,8 x 21 cm •

• Sarah Buschmann •
Book-trotter, Sarah loves to travel through books and the world, with a stack
of novels in her backpack. A great lover of fantasy, her literary appetite has
gradually expanded to include all the genres, with a with a predilection for dark
and disturbing novels

• Noir d’Absinthe •
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• Cécile Pommereau •

Immorel Ad Vitam
• Immortel Ad Vitam •
Fred has a banal physique and pockets with holes in them. He can’t
keep a girl for more than three weeks and is just out of prison. To top
it all off, the day he tries to kill himself, he learns that he is immortal.
Fred is unlucky. Jean is a cop. He thought he’d seen it all after thirty
years in the criminal justice system. But one day, one of his corpses
has the luxury of leaving the crime scene. For him, this is too much
and he is determined to find the corpse. He’s determined to find it.
He’s not going to retire with an unsolved case...

•
•

• Unknown authors award 2018
Between fantasy and detective story: The author is a detective and this can be
felt in the details and descriptions, but the text is above all fantastic.
Emphasis on dark humor: There are numerous jabs and strokes of humor
throughout the text.

• 15 € •

• 09-2018 •

• 248 pages •

• 14,8 x 21 cm •

«I thought I was in another type of story, but I found myself in Cécile Pommereau. At the beginning, it gives a strange feeling, but you can’t help but continue to know the end of the story. And
then, in the end, we do not let go of the book, we devour it. We find ourselves caught up in a farcical plot, but at the same time very realistic. The author mixes the detective and the fantastic with
brilliance. What I found nice is that the supernatural side governs the text without it dominating»
- Papillon Voyageur

• Cécile Pommereau •
Parisian, Cécile Pommereau is in couple, has two cats and a bonsai which she
struggles to not let it dies. She has been a policewoman since 2006 and an
investigator since 2009. Immortal ad vitam is her first novel.

• Noir d’Absinthe •
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• Different •
Middle school is hell. Especially since Guillaume and his little
gang targeted me. Mockery, low blows, bullying, they are relentless,
and I suffer, paralyzed by fear. Lili, my best friend since I was a
child, also benefits from the unenviable status of a regular painin-the-ass. Guillaume has driven us apart, and I can no longer
reach the one for whom my heart beats... except when I pick up my
violin and she sings. Then I feel myself growing wings. Wings that
reality cuts off as soon as we step back into college.
Will we manage to find our freedom and take flight, Lili and I?

•
•

A powerful story that deals with bullying in schools with tact and sensitivity.
• Several points of view are addressed, offering a nuanced vision.
An ideal book to open the discussion with teenagers on this important topic.

• 15 € •

• 01-2020 •

• 155 pages •

• 14,8 x 21 cm •

«A moving story written with fluidity, with simplicity, with accuracy. A story that can only bring
out a whole bunch of emotions, it is just impossible to remain insensitive to the ordeal that Adrien
and Lili are going through. [...] I finished my reading in tears, so if you are as sensitive as I am,
prepare yourself for an emotional tsunami and especially a box of Kleenex not too far away, it
will be useful.» - Alouka Lecture

• Axelle Colau •
Axelle spends her days surrounded by books, teenagers and projects. She also gives talks in
colleges and media libraries about her writing and the themes she tackles in her books. Author
of four novels for young people, she continues her journey into the literature of the imagination for young and old.

• Noir d’Absinthe •
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• Pierre Efratas •

Saga From the Grey Seas
• Integral •
«Free men and women, noble jarls, welcome to my great hall, take your
ease! On the golden waves of friendship, by the foam of the grey seas,
I will share with you the adventurous destiny of a young Viking who
was destined for success and who was the plaything of the Norns,
gods, goddesses and strange creatures. Listen to the saga of Ingvarr the
Forsaken...»

• 14,90 € • • 06-2021 •
• 128 pages • • 14,8 x 21 cm •

•
•
•

True Saga : the book is told by the narrator, bard of this story. The impression of
being by the fire. Orality of the recited.
A credible text: text anchored in the Scandinavian tradition which will please the
amateurs of the time period.
Intended for an adult audience: Literary and with a worked prose.

«That’s it, the magic of the tale works and all that’s left to do is to let yourself be carried away by
this voice, a little loaded, it must be said, but oh so bewitching and mischievous.» - Avis Babelio
«In short, the originality and the quality of writing of this novel make it a must-read that I can
only urge you to discover whether you like Vikings or not! Just sit back and let the story unfold...»
- Babelio’s opinion

• Pierre Efratas•
Pierre Efratas has written numerous historical works, notably on the Vikings,
and has received multiple awards for his novels: Honorary Storytelling
Award of the International Center of Arts and Letters 1993, Queen
Mathilde Award 2006 of Normandy, Finalist of the Castres Short
Story Award and the French PTT Award

•Noir d’Absinthe •
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• Pierre Efratas •

Saga ofTitres
the 9 Worlds
• Saga of the 9 Worlds •
At the heart of our vast universe stands a gigantic ash tree with a
solid trunk and vigorous branches on which rest nine worlds. Its
name: Yggdrasil. Friends, take your seats! On this cold winter
night, Bjarni Olofsson, the wandering scalde of the North, has
stopped at our door to tell us the story of these wonderful worlds
where powerful gods, brave mortals and strange creatures live.
Tremble at the wrath of Thór! Indignant at Loki’s tricks!
Share the pain of Freyja! Fight on the plain of Brávellir ... but
remember: dealing with the gods can be dangerous.

•
•
•
•

Six real sagas: the stories are told to us by a scalde, with humor and poetry.
The Scandinavian gods come back to life under the elegant and sharpened pen of the
author, more human than we could believe.
An ideal novel for discovering Nordic mythology: texts that are both erudite and
accessible, concerned with realism, which will please both lovers of Scandinavian
myths and curious novices.
The incomparable and delightful atmosphere of a fireside vigil.

• 17,90 € •

• 03-2019 •

• 236 pages •

• 14,8 x 21 cm •

«The Saga of the 9 Worlds is a beautiful book that has the merit of discovering important medieval
tales, quite unknown in the end, it is part of those too rare collections that can arouse fascination
among the youngest while arousing interest and desire to go beyond in the discovery of founding
myths and mythological stories important and too often left on the margins of school programs.»
- Babelio’s opinion

• Noir d’Absinthe •
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• Cyrielle Bandura •

Athnuachan
• The Academy •
Almost a thousand years after the awakening of the Dragons
and the end of the world of men, Selene is chosen to become
a Warrior, a protector of Mór-roinn, the last bastion against
the horrors that threaten humanity. Why was she chosen, who
dreamed of a free and unconstrained life? What terrible secret
has been hidden from her since her birth? And above all, what
is the real purpose of these shameful creatures, as majestic as
they are dangerous?
The answers may well shake her conception of the world...

•
•

The first novel of a trilogy that mixes feminist and post-apocalyptic fantasy, inspired
by Celtic mythology.
An initiatory tale that follows the journey of a courageous and endearing young
woman.

• 19,90 € •

• 12-2018 •

• 376 pages •

• 14,8 x 21 cm •

«Endearing characters, a well-paced and very gripping huis-clos, revelations in dribs and drabs...
Selene’s adventures within the Warriors’ Academy do not leave you indifferent... I warmly recommend Athnuachan, volume 1 : The Academy, the beginning of a saga with high potential.» Papillon Voyageur

• Cyrielle Bandura •
After having long exercised her pen on text-based role-playing game forums, Cyrielle decided to extend the adventure with solo writing. Nevertheless, she remains faithful to her
favorite genres: fantasy and urban-fantasy, but especially to her imperfect heroines with
strong characters, who take the reader on an emotional journey.

• Noir d’Absinthe •
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Isulka, the Mageress

• Isis’s stone •
End of XIXe Century, Isulka, the Mageress is recruited to find an object: the stone of Isis. But
she is not the only one, against her worst enemy, Isulka has to find the object before her competitor,
but more she learn about the ring, more she find herself in a conspiracy bigger than herself, leading
her path to Egypt, on the trace of an old and secret Order.

•
•
•
•
•

Imaginary Discovery Award 2016: Les Petits Mots des Libraires
Finalist for the Prix des Aventuriales 2020
Double historical and fantasy: the text is anchored in a realistic XIXth century,
but where magic is present.
An adventure story with no dead time, borrowing from adventure novels, cloak
and dagger and fantasy.
The anti-heroes lead the ball, in a text at the antipodes of the Manicheism.

«I really enjoyed following the adventures of these heroes from another time. Discoveries, action
that doesn’t seem to want to stop. Humor in the scenes and verbal jousts, tragedy too, blood - yes
there is a little - trusting relationships to be wary of. And let’s be honest, the ring is only a pretext
to save the world, unless destroying it would be more appropriate.» - Chroniques Livresques

•17,90 € •

• 04-2018 •

• 255 pages •

• Noir d’Absinthe •

• 14,8 x 21 cm •
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• Louise Le Bars •

Ivy Green
• Ivy Green •
Olivier Moreau, a writer abandoned by the Muse, returns to his recently
deceased grandmother’s village to put his affairs and his mind in order.
There he reconnects with his childhood memories, and rediscovers a strange
character from a local folk tale nicknamed the Ivy Green, the ancient plant
vampire who fascinated him as a child. This interest triggers visions and
nightmares for the writer in need of imagination, as well as the meeting of
two equally intriguing women.
At what price will Olivier find his muse?

•
•
•
•

Selected for the PLIB 2020
Selected for the 2020 Masterton Award
Gothic Novel: A book in the vein of 19th century fantasy literature, accessible
and modern.
A sublime prose: Louise Le Bars’ pen is worked, imagined, poetic, surprising
and animated.

• 15 € •

• 03-2019 •

• 200 pages •

• 14,8 x 21 cm •

«I have read Ivy Green. It is a splendor! The story of a metamorphosis: Ovid and Kafka are not
far. This metamorphosis is an enchantment.» - Amélie Nothomb

• Louise Le Bars •
A graduate in Modern Letters, she wrote a first children’s album, «La petite
fille qui chatouillait les étoiles» (2014), in collaboration with the association
«Voix chantée couleur terre» which organizes shows for children. In 2018, she
published «Le Prince sans sourire», illustrated by her companion, the illustrator and painter Laurent Cazuguel.

• Noir d’Absinthe •
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Eternal Odyssey
• Eternal Odyssey •
Harms Moyser is a Lycaon soldier on the Praetorian, the
flagship of the human fleet. During a battle against the
Enkidous, humanity’s hereditary enemy, the ship is caught in
a stellar storm and must crash-land on an unknown planet.
The crew discovers men, at the stage of ancient civilization,
who take them for gods. And if they were not wrong? A unique
text, at the crossroads between Planet Opera and Greek tragedy,
a true rereading of ancient myths where gods and men are the
toys of an implacable Fate.

•
•

A novel that oscillates between different literatures, sometimes approaching militaristic
SF, sometimes Greek tragedy.
A complex story construction, perfectly mastered, which reserves many surprises.

• 19,90 € •

• 02-2019 •

• 444 pages •

• 14,8 x 21 cm •

«I closed this book with a mixture of satisfaction and melancholy, it is not easy to leave such a
universe without a last look back. Whether you are a fan of SF or not, Eternal Odyssey will keep
you on the edge of your seat from beginning to end. You will go from discoveries to surprising
revelations» - Babelio’s opinion

• AF Lune •
A waking dreamer, if Lune has a passion for all genres of the imagination, he
has a particular love for SF. His military career, made of meetings and travels
between Europe and Africa, has been a breeding ground for his inspiration.

• Noir d’Absinthe •
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• Émilie Chevallier Moreux •

God Mother
• Godmother •
Once upon a time, there was a good fairy who bent over the cradle of
newborns to shower them with blessings for centuries to come. And as
Ric, one of her little protégés, would say so well: too good, too stupid.
Yes, what was the idea of Godmother Perrault to take such youngsters?
Between Donkey Skin, the pimp, Aurore the silicon model, Cinderella
the black widow and Riquet the notorious alcoholic, we can’t say that
the affair is a success. To top it all off, her pupils are likely to get in the
way of this Slavic hunk who literally fell on her in a New York shopping
mall. Will she be able to get rid of these obligations that have been
weighing her down for all this time, and finally find a shoe to fit? (not
so easy when you’re a size 6).

•
•
•

A modern fairy tale, which gives its full place to a character often little
exploited: Godmother the good fairy.
Generously sprinkled with corrosive humor, as well as a zest of love. Colorful
and unforgettable characters.
A delicate and soft pen that delicately tackles dark themes.

• 17,90 € •

• 11-2019 •

• 248 pages •

• 14,8 x 21 cm •

«Marraine is a 100% successful tale revisited, with a perfect mastery of the butterfly effect. Each
character. I was expecting a humorous and cute story, when in reality it is far from that. The author touches, with maturity, on hard subjects that push the story into the worst depths of humanity.» - Papillion Voyageur

• Émilie Chevallier Moreux •
A teacher until she was made to understand that no, we don’t eat children,
she now devotes herself to children, she can give free rein to her where she
can give free rein to her overflowing and somewhat acidic imagination. Editor
and anthology director, she regularly traumatizes authors, for their own good,
if good, if we believe what she says...

• Noir d’Absinthe •
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Mojunsha
• Panther of darkness •
More than eight hundred years after the fall of the Panther
Kings, the Kunji are the most despised caste in the Mojun
Kingdom. Their attempts to overthrow the Mojunsha dynasty
have all ended in failure. Japsaro, a descendant of the PantherKings, makes a terrible pact with Dark Panther, one of the
Avatars of the Great God, in order to restore the Kunji to their
former prestige. But is he ready to make all the sacrifices that
Dark Panther asks of him in exchange for his support? And
above all, is he really serving his cause or is he just a pawn in
the struggles of the Avatars of the Great God?

•
•
•

A dense, deep fantasy saga that forms a true fresco in an original universe tinged
with the Orient.
Complex, nuanced and fascinating characters that we follow over several
generations.
A novel that brilliantly renews the genre, carried by a fluid and lively pen.

• 25 € •

• 05-2019 •

• 532 pages •

• 14,8 x 21 cm •

«The first volume of Mojunsha begins a mythical fantasy saga, a series that all fans of the genre cannot miss. It is original, dense, rich and very addictive. In addition to refreshing the codes of fantasy, it
brings its share of geopolitical and family intrigues, but not without leaving some characters behind.
You will follow their adventures, you will suffer with them, you will love and hate, you will evolve
alongside them and, finally, you will fear for anyone, whatever their side. G.R.R Martin invented a
crazy universe with Game of Thrones, but Sara Pintado revisits fantasy with Mojunsha. Are you ready
for the rebellion? » - Papillion Voyageur

• Sara Pintado•
Despite numerous expeditions into the ocean of the Talmud, Sara never puts
down her pen for long. Nourished since childhood by writings as varied as the
Torah, the Odyssey or the Arthurian Legend, she likes to shape exotic universes
and fill them with multifaceted characters.

• Noir d’Absinthe •
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• Pierre Efratas •

The Chronicles
of Maugis
• The Chronicles
of Maugis •
The year 776 of our era...
Charles, king of the Franks and the Lombards, reigns with
an iron fist. During this time, Maugis d’Aigremont lives in
the forest of Ardenne with his small world. Despite his youth,
his reputation as an enchanter continues to grow, even if it is
somewhat overrated! And then one morning, everything changes:
the horse Bayard bursts into his life. «Horse», you say? Well, if
you value your slaughter, never say that word in front of him,
because Bayard is a Faé, a giant creature protected by the
fairies.

•
•
•

True medieval gesture: the story is told by Maugis, the protagonist of the story. The
oral form of the story gives the impression of being the narrator’s confidant.
The story is rooted in the European history of the 8th century, as well as in the
multiple folkloric, legendary and historical traditions on this subject.
The prose of this literary text is finely crafted with poetic and humorous incisions.

• 19,90 € •

• 11-2019 •

• 420 pages •

• 14,8 x 21 cm •

«This horse of legend, its enchanter, this story with the tone of the twelfth century for facts having
happened in the eighth. This constant underlying laughter and this historical truth. Hats off to you,
Mr. Efratas... I would have appreciated 100 more pages! Special tribute to my Mom who told me
about them... Bayard and the Aymon sons are part of a largely European culture, oral tradition,
variants, but the author manages here to magnify them to such an extent that they can only meet
us all.» - Babelio’s opinion

• Pierre Efratas•
A novelist and storyteller born in Brussels and living in Normandy, Pierre Efratas has written more than 60 stories - novels, short stories and tales - notably
on the High Middle Ages (Vikings, Carolingians, Anglo-Saxons), chivalry and
the 17th and 18th centuries. His work has been awarded with various prizes.

• Noir d’Absinthe •
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Asphodel
• Ashopel •
In Asphodel, we travel through the centuries, from the 18th
century to the present day, at the side of a vampire who - a
macabre poet - tells us about seven murders of women who have
marked his life. Why does he kill them, them in particular?
And what is this mysterious entity that comes to life in the
course of the lines? By putting us in the shoes of a fantastic
monster, the novel tackles feminist themes and pushes us to think
about the origins of evil.

•
•
•

Selected for the Masterton 2021 Award
Illustrated novel
Available in a prestige version.

• 19,90 € •

• 09-2020 •

• 216 pages •

• 14,8 x 21 cm •

«Asphodel is a vampire, halfway between Oscar Wilde’s Dorian Gray and Laclos’ Viscount Valmont. A manipulative and libertine nobleman, he concentrates the clichés of the Enlightenment.
In the form of a memoir, the adventures of this vampire focus on his relationships with women
and the pleasure he takes in deviating virtue.» - L’as-tu Lu

• Louise le Bars •
Louise Le Bars is a writer. A graduate in Modern Letters, she wrote a first
children’s album, «La petite fille qui chatouillait les étoiles» (2014), in collaboration with the association «Voix chantée couleur terre» which organizes shows for children. In 2018, she published «Le Prince sans sourire»,
illustrated by her companion, the illustrator and painter Laurent Cazuguel.

• Noir d’Absinthe •
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• Magali Lefebvre •

The Captive of
Dunkelstadt
• The Captive of Dunkelstadt •
Émile Dupontel intends to finish his tour of Europe in style before
becoming a notary, as is expected of her. Fond of thrills as well
as good stories, she sets his sights on the castle of Dunkelstadt,
whose architecture, worthy of a macabre fairy tale, has given birth
to many superstitions. In these remote lands, Emile was prepared
for anything but falling under the spell of the beautiful Katarina,
a sibylline beauty, recluse within the walls of a building that has
so much to tell. Whispered secrets and sinister echoes may haunt
the corridors, but Émile is determined to shed light on the mystery
of Dunkelstadt, even if it means losing herself... and Katarina.

• 12 € •

• 09-2020 •

• 146 pages •

• 14,8 x 21 cm •

«Ultimately, sublimated by a magnificent pen, this plot will propose to highlight an original
and imperfect love story. Through human characters and also imperfect, the author knew how
to grab the reader that I am quickly. With an atmosphere that rises crescendo in pressure, the
castle becomes more and more threatening. This storyline challenged my nerves but without going into horror. The author knew how to balance her plot to my delight!» - Satine’s book

• Magali Lefebvre •
Magali Lefebvre is a librarian and short story
writer. She has also been an editor for Fées Divers
(paper magazine and webzine) and for the webzine La Lune Mauve.

• Noir d’Absinthe •
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• Morgane Stankiewiez •

Meredith
• Meredith •

New England, 1813.
Caleb Vance is destined for a boring future: marry the mayor’s
daughter, take over the family business and continue the line. For
him, who dreamed of adventure, the future turns out to be bleak.
The arrival of Elias Morrington and his daughter, two Englishmen
fleeing the war raging in the North, upsets this grey destiny. The
sultry Alathea, a black siren with a charm as poisonous as it is
bewitching, arouses Caleb’s interest, which this dark passion could
well lead to his downfall. The Vances have invited the devil into
their home, and it seems they will pay the price...

• 10 € •

• 03-2021 •

• 14,8 x 21 cm •

La Folie d’Absinthe
• La Folie d’Absinthe •
At the bottom of a green glass of absinthe, the fairy observes you, waits for you,
seduces you, her small pointed teeth ready to flay your tongue when the dangerous
yet delicious substance will approach your mouth, an aniseed kiss. With the tip
of her lips, she will tell you her stories, 13 in number, and with her words she
will weave a web, sometimes chilling, sometimes burning, taking you with her
to lands of dreams and nightmares where a sweet and brutal madness reigns.
Will you drink from the ink of this collection?
•
•

Selected for the Masterton Prize 2020
An anthology of thirteen short stories which decline the
theme of madness and absinthe under various variations
and nuances.

• 17,90 €•

• 04-2019•

• 260 pages •

• 14,8 x 21 cm •
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• Sara Pintado •

Under the wings of the
Raven God
• Under the wings of the
Raven God •
As the Great King of Chaljuse withers away, the battle for the
succession is brewing. Jenarp, his youngest son, must pass the Test of
the Fangs to become an adult and hope to claim the throne. Ijpurna,
a fragile boy and Jenarp’s great love, approaches the test with much
more reluctance. The Palace Mages and his comrades hold a great
grudge against him because of his origins and his gender identity,
and they are likely to make him pay for it when he is alone and
vulnerable on the mountain.
As for Araxa, daughter of the Supreme Mage and thirsty for
knowledge, perhaps she will finally learn the Mysteries forbidden to
women, as well as the secret name of the Raven God?

• 19,90 € •

• 03-2021 •

• 330 pages •

• 14,8 x 21 cm •

• Sara Pintado •
Sara Pintado est auteure de romans de fantasy.
Après avoir obtenu une licence d’hébreu et études juives, elle a été étudiante
rabbinique à Londres. Lorsqu’elle ne vogue pas dans l’océan du Talmud ou à
travers les textes bibliques, elle continue à lire et à écrire de la fantasy.

• Noir d’Absinthe •
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The Prince without a smile
• The Prince without a smile •
Children

In the land of Mont-Breloc, life is difficult for its inhabitants.
The kingdom is ruled by a family that is far too rich. Until the
day when Barbatine the witch will change everything...

•
•

• 18 € •

• 03-2020 •

A rich and accessible vocabulary to learn about the
beauty of words, accompanied by illustrations that
captivate and immerse us in a unique universe.
Intended for children and older children, from 6
years old Large format and color album

• 48 pages •

• 21 x 29,7 cm •

«The Prince without a Smile is an extremely original tale that takes us on a journey through a
magical universe and shares a story with strong messages that will touch children and make them
grow up!» Elo-Dit
«If you are still looking for a last Christmas gift for children, I can only recommend it. Because The
Prince Without a Smile is a wonderful message for little ones. Learning from others and discovering that even the bad guys can be good at heart. I fell in love with the moral and I would have
loved to have this little nugget on my children’s shelf» - Babelio’s opinion

• Louise le Bars •
Louise Le Bars is a writer. A graduate in Modern Letters, she wrote a first children’s album, «La petite fille qui chatouillait les étoiles» (2014), in collaboration
with the association «Voix chantée couleur terre» which organizes shows for
children.

•Noir d’Absinthe •
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• Gillian Brousse •

Titres
Spleen
Cities
• Spleen Cities •
Shelby’s life is turned upside down when Zoe crosses her path.
The girl, whose thoughts are accompanied by a mysterious
soundtrack, is on the run from the Youngsters, small-time
bandits who are a little too determined to find her. Because
of this red-haired hurricane, the ordinary misanthrope must
complete a mission he could have done without. To top it all
off, our two heroes find themselves unwillingly caught up in the
revolt that is brewing between Novart and Veilam, the twin
cities ruled by decadence and chance, and they may well burn
along with these Spleen Cities.
•

Selected for the Bob Morane 2021 Award

• 19,90 € •

• 08-2020 •

• 348 pages •

• 14,8 x 21 cm •

«Spleen Cities is a science fiction novel of incredible richness, deepened to the end of the nails, it
delivers us a dark framework, sometimes very pessimistic, but a breathtaking and surprising
adventure, which shuffles the cards of the moral sense that we know!» - Elo Dit

• Gilian Brousse •
Born in the south of France to parents who passed on to him a taste for science
fiction, he is also passionate about cinema, music, drawing and has always
written texts here and there.

• Noir d’Absinthe •

Pestes soit des lutins
English title: Cursed pixies!
Publisher : Onyx
Release date : 2020-06-26
Serie : Cursed pixies!
By: Guillaume
"I try above all to entertain my readers and to make them dream, or even have
nightmares... Yes, I know, it's naughty... but so pleasant! After that, the First World is
inspired as much by my dreams as by my nightmares... And the latter often come from my
fears and dislikes. So when I can tackle things like racism, hatred, slavery, inequality, and
the destruction of our ecosystem, I do so, but it's natural and unpretentious; I'm not a
sanctimonious person and my heroes are even less so."
Euros 18.00

Back Cover:

Fantasy

steampunk

355 pages

Reviews:

Bounty hunters usually avoid getting involved with the Pixies
Plague, the most dangerous criminal organization on the Old
Continent. However, when the youngest member of the Leprechaun
family at the head of the Plague gets into trouble by misplacing a
troublesome witness, Louis Balthazar can't resist the call of justice
and the hefty bounty it promises. So he sets off on a hunt in his air
ship, accompanied by his companions, Bubel and Pic, two very
strange creatures.
But in this fantastic and merciless universe where science is mixed
with magic, where, in the skies, steamers replace dragons, where
firearms are used more readily than swords, and where trolls dress in
three-piece suits, nothing is simple and the hunters can very quickly
become the prey...
Your humble servant, friend reader, already promises you a journey
in a fabulous world, with many twists and turns, among which aerial
fights between steel monsters and furious chases... Are you ready to
hunt the Goblin, a vile and perverse being, impulsive and notoriously
violent ? Are you ready to ride a giant spider and fly from wire to
wire through a forest of skyscrapers in the middle of a giant crater?
Are you ready for all this... and more?
Come on, it's a tempting deal, isn't it?

Key words:

15,6 x 23,4 cm

Copies sold:

"Guillaume Leduc has created a unique university! This universe we
only want to return to!"
"The characters are deep, even the secondary ones have a rare
thickness."
"I strongly invite you to come aboard the Elizabeth Summer, you
won't regret it."

Agreeement:

Les âtomes disséminés
English title: The Disseminated Atoms
Publisher : Onyx
Release date : 2021-02-27
Serie : One shot
By: Morgan Le
"When I started writing The Disseminated Atoms, about ten years ago, my guiding idea
was to talk about a realized utopia. To place unhappy characters in a world where
happiness is supposed to be universal. Utopia is here a kind of stamp by the government. If
you are not happy in utopia, it can only be your fault, right?
Boris is the good guy, Edgar the lost guy, Elizabeth the tenacious journalist, P.U. the
rebellious artificial intelligence, etc. Their singularity comes from their voices. Their
singularity comes from their voices. They are all narrators and tell the story in their own
Euros 18.00
15,6 x 23,4 cm
420 pages

Back Cover:

Reviews:

Responding to the Swan's call, Sophia, a prophetess in spite of
herself, arranges to be arrested and thrown into prison. From then
on, events follow one another for Edgar, Boris and Elizabeth, who
are forced into an invisible war between two antagonistic powers.
Welcome to IVY's utopia. A world where men only work if they
want to. Where being popular is enough to be rich. A world where
health is a matter of course, universal peace and happiness a matter
of good will. A perfect world?
Not for Edgar, tired of being the plaything of his P.U., an artificial
intelligence that doesn't hesitate to override its functions. Not for
Boris, a collector of pre-utopian art and a first-rate schemer for
whom the society created by the all-powerful IVY has ankylosed
humanity and destroyed its creative spirit. Nor for Elizabeth, whose
daughter has been kidnapped by strange creatures that IVY seems
to want to ignore.

"Deeply human characters with fair and pointed development."
"I was especially charmed by her vivid writing style."
"The world the author has created is coherent and masterfully
conducted from start to finish."

Epidemic madness, forgotten artists, hosts and parasites, alien
threats and serial abductions: Edgar and his friends will have their
work cut out for them to uncover the dark workings of a misnamed
Utopia.

Key words:
Dystopie

Copies sold:

Agreeement:

(V)Empires
English title: (V)Empires
Publisher : Onyx
Release date : 2020-09-19
Serie : (V)Empires
By: Sébastien
Fascinated by all possible imaginary worlds, surveyor of universes, I blossom by creating
multiple different worlds, tracking down inconsistencies and looking for more and more
possibilities, whether it is fantasy, SF, steampunk or some other hybrid. Curious about
everything, I am passionate about History, but also about science and technology. A bit of
a jack-of-all-trades, cartoonist and graphic designer, the written word is my favorite
medium and the main vector of all my ideas.
Euros 16.45

Back Cover:

13,5 x 21,5 cm

355 pages

Reviews:

In 1789, the Revelation exposes the vampire imposture and
overthrows the monarchy. A century later, the face of the world
has changed, and war between humans and vampires is raging all
over the Earth.
In Paris, the capital of the Empire, the fighting is far from over and
the police have nothing left but their anti-vampire name. When a
wave of attacks sweeps through the capital, Equality, a promising
young detective, goes to investigate in the depths of the City of
Light. But the darkness has always benefited the vampires...
Solitary and discreet, Auguste has been surviving for nearly a
century in the shadows of Paris. Fiercely opposed to the hierarchy
of his own kind, his peaceful routine is disrupted by the arrival of
fellow vampires. Reminded of his obligations, he is forced to lend
them a hand.

"A very intriguing and uncompromising story within a well-developed
steampunk universe."
"The inventions imagined by the author are fascinating."
"I quickly succumbed to the charisma of the characters."

What is the Empire hiding? Are the Vampires taking over Paris
again? Egality and Auguste will play all their cards to find out, at
their peril...

Key words:
Fantasy
Dystopie

steampunk

Copies sold:

Agreeement:

No Man's Land
English title: No Man's Land
Publisher : Onyx
Release date : upcoming on 2022
Serie : No Man's Land
By: Gaëtan B. Maran

Euros 17.50

Back Cover:

Science-fiction
Young Adult

pages

Reviews:

Since the World War III, Winter reigns without end on Earth. Men
and women, separated into two distinct societies, fight for the ruins
of this icy universe.
At the center of this game that overtakes them, two pawns seek to
survive. Aya and Ansel, trained for war and raised in the hatred of
the adversary, climb the ladder of two worlds that were never
meant to cross.
In this conflict, everything is a weapon: History is at the service of
whoever tells it. Language, bodies and symbols shape the image of
soldiers and their enemies. "He" has to fight, "she" has to fight, to
hold on, always. For the survival of their species.

Key words:

15,6 x 23,4 cm

Copies sold:

"The settings are believable, and the reader feels totally immersed in
this dark and chaotic winter."
"A beautiful book that, through intelligent writing, delivers an
intelligent message."
"Here, the inclusive writing is neither claiming nor ideological, but it is
an integral part of the novel. It is a plus, a superb find in the same
way as a setting or a character."

Agreeement:

Skell
English title: Skell
Publisher : Onyx
Release date : 2021-07-23
Serie : Skell
By: Claudine
"I have been writing since I was 7 years old. My first story was about a cat and a dog
fighting, under the evocative title of "The War". Everything ended with the intervention of a
human. A twist at the end of the story with a rare depth. With L'Atelier Du Jeudi, we
published a collection of short stories called Apocawitch. I also have a science fiction novel
in progress that refuses to move forward without my help. When I get a second to myself, I
move forward with my proofreading on the continuation of the trilogy (quadrilogy?) of
Skell's adventures. And the day 40-hour days are invented, I'll get to work on my
Euros 1,750.00
15,6 x 23,4 cm
296 pages

Back Cover:

Reviews:

Skell Annh has had enough.
After six years of studying magic and law to become a Master
Ezelkian, she decides to hang up her mantle. That is, until she finds
herself stuck in the Headmaster's office with a Master Ezelkian
banished from their community.
The Ezelkians' living room is still shaking from when Baltimore
Faillaise was one of them. Relentless and unbearable, he never
stopped causing chaos for the sake of others. And here he is again.
The Director sees the chance that brings these two together in his
office as a good thing. When he hands the Ezelkian apprentice over
to this ex-retiree, Skell has no idea what to expect.
Bloody murders, an inheritance case, headless bodies that cause
panic. Master Baltimore Faillaise will not give Skell a second to
breathe or question his life choices. Time is of the essence.

"Like Baltimore and Skell, we feel as if we are leading the
investigation, with the same desire to get to the bottom of it and
find out more."
"From the first few pages, the novel had me excited. The humor is
very present. It is a first volume that I will read again with pleasure,
and I will wait for the second one with even more impatience."

First stop: the Omniville Fair (and its serial killer)!

Key words:
Fantasy

Copies sold:

Agreeement:

Mange-Rêve
English title: Dream eater
Publisher : Onyx
Release date :
Serie : Dream eater
By: Amandine Grosso

Euros 14.95

Back Cover:

dark fantasy

pages

Reviews:

After the brutal death of her mother, Opaline is taken to the
Onirium. What is this strange place, where mysteries accumulate and
whose doors open only to enter? Atrocious practices are at work
there. Every night, a machine materializes the dreams of children to
put them in bottles. It is said that their splendor is used for the city's
poor.
Opaline struggles to get used to the rigors of the orphanage.
Between the bad blows of her friends and the perversity of the
director, daily life is difficult. At the same time, the doubts about the
death of his mother intensify. She seems to have been murdered...
Except that in Chronopolis, the perfect city, murderers do not exist.
Opaline's investigation will take her through the winter and the
forbidden, to get closer to the dark secrets of the Empire.

Key words:

13,5 x 21,5 cm

Copies sold:

"An exciting bit of magic. Lots of imagination, lots of great finds."
"He is a charismatic and fascinating antagonist."
"The strong point of the novel is perhaps the dark-sweet-poetic
atmosphere that the author has managed to set up thanks to a play
of lexical fields, characters' emotions and descriptions of places and
sensations."
"A personal and unique pen: a beautiful risk-taking that turns out to
be magnificent.

Agreeement:
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English title: The Mountain withour return
Publisher : Onyx
Release date : upcoming on 2022
Serie :
By: Ophélie Datiche

Euros 16.00

Back Cover:

livre-jeu

pages

Reviews:

What would I be willing to do for a promotion?
This is probably the question the hero of this adventure should have
asked himself. In the hope of being taken seriously by his boss, he is
going to embark on a sporting challenge called the "ultra raid".
Obviously, many of his colleagues have already done it and for them
it is a company tradition. Unfortunately, our hero does not have the
soul of an adventurer and just the walk in the forest may turn into a
drama... but, everything depends on the choices that the reader will
make!
In addition to the choices, the reader will have to solve riddles to
allow him to continue his journey. He will also have an inventory to
manage with items that will open bonus chapters. In this story, each
route will be different... but most won't take him home, unless he
can really push his luck!

Key words:

13,5 x 21,5 cm

Copies sold:

"This is the first novel in this genre that I've read and my goodness, it's
fabulous ingenuity."
"I had a hard time picking up this novel. Everything that is imagined
and set up by the author is in its proper place."
"Depending on the journeys one takes, one is left with unanswered
questions. It's great because it pushes us to do more than one!"
"You really feel immersed in the story, and you often feel the
emotions felt by the main character. After I started, I couldn't stop
and went through all of them without getting tired of it, certainly
because the chapters are quite short and flow well."
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Symbiose
English title: Symbiosis
Publisher : Onyx
Release date : upcoming on 2022
Serie :
By: Symbiose

Euros 17.50

Back Cover:

Science-fiction

Copies sold:
Thriller

pages

Reviews:

One thousand seven hundred years after our era, Mars and Earth are
space powers of the first order. Even if they hate each other
cordially, they are allied in the war that has opposed them for eighty
years to an extraterrestrial race: the Xyvists.
Orphaned, Jania Endiscoda must go into exile on a moon of Jupiter.
The year of her twentieth birthday, the Xyvists bombard the mining
station. The young woman is repatriated to Mars with the other
survivors as a wave of particularly bloody murders begins: the
victims are stripped of one or more organs.
Yohanna Zolk, a police officer, is charged with discovering what is
behind these murders. While she was only thinking of rebuilding her
life on Mars, Jania is going to be given a role she was not ready to
take on...

Key words:

15,6 x 23,4 cm

"From the first page, we are drawn into the action."
"The protagonists are endowed with strong character, wills and
values that make them endearing."
"I really enjoy universes where there are "no bad guys and no good
guys" and this was the case for the majority of the story."

Agreeement:

•Agence Ouroboros •

Catalogue 2021
Non-fiction

AGENCE OUROBOROS
Bénédicte Bernier
benedicte.bernier@outlook.fr
06.15.63.32.97

• Lionel Cruzille •

The little book
of the Pacific Warrior
• Facing today’s challenges •
Spiritualité laïque

The Pacific Warrior is the symbol of strength, determination, inner
flexibility and a certain wisdom. So many qualities that today’s challenges
- ecological, social,... - require us to develop in order to keep a cool head,
but an open heart, and thus undertake concrete actions with the greatest
possible awareness.
Composed of small paragraphs that can be chosen at random and then
meditated upon, this book explores the facets of the Pacific Warrior on
a spiritual level, while remaining close to the daily life of each person.
Lionel Cruzille has written a book that is both short, rich and deep,
that pays tribute to haikus as well as to the aphorisms of Taoist texts,
without losing a resolutely contemporary tone and a dimension beyond
any religious dogma.
•

• 17,50 € •

• 05-2021 •

Book illustrated with Chinese inks

• 15,2 x 22,9 cm •

• Lionel Cruzille •
Lionel Cruzille was born in 1976 near Paris. After
several years spent in the emergency departments of
Parisian hospitals, he changed his life and pursued
his inner quest. His meeting with Arnaud Desjardins
in 2005 marked an important turning point. His
essays address a spirituality beyond religion, like the
teachings he received.

• Lionel Cruzille •

Live with our emotions
• 10 keys to live the emotion
in full consciousness •
We are all moved, stirred or carried away by our emotions at one time or another.
Sometimes these emotions repeat themselves and give us the impression of going
around in circles. If you are in the grip of so-called «negative» emotions, you will
want to know how to get out of this vicious circle.
Although we all have emotions, we actually know very little about them.
With this little book, Lionel Cruzille invites you, in 10 fundamental keys, to really
discover what your emotions are, how they work and how you can become free of
them by experiencing mindfulness.
•
•

By the author of Se libérer des pensées at Almora Eds.
Recently sold in audiobook

• 9,50 € •

• 11-2018 •

• 88 pages •

• 12.7 × 17.8 cm •

• Posture of thought •
Spiritualité Laïque
Yoga changes life. Its practice allows us to know ourselves and, through the
asceticism it requires, to change in depth. It is this link, between philosophy and
liberating body practice, that the author explores.
In this book, Elsa Ballanfat proposes a path in four steps: to become aware of
the harm we do to ourselves, to initiate a change, to open up to others in order
to better understand them. Finally, the author shows us how yoga allows us to
rediscover a philosophy of life anchored in the body. With her twenty years of
dance and her experience in teaching yoga, Elsa Ballanfat offers us here a daring
essay that touches the reader directly.

• 16,50 € •

• 06-2020 •

• 144 pages •

• 12.7 × 17.8 cm •

• Lionel Cruzille •

The Alchemy of energies
• A short treatise on internal energy •
Spiritualité Laïque
This small treatise of energetics synthesizes several years of practice of Qi
gong, meditation and research that the author has conducted. It addresses
the question of how energy works within us, as well as between us and
the world. How does it circulate? How does it serve - or not - the spiritual
path? For this is the heart of the book: how to manage and transform the
energy within us so that it is available for the spiritual path.
The place of emotions, thoughts, premonitions and the way in which the
subtle bodies function and interact with each other will also be discussed.
It is not necessary to be a Taoist or even a Qi gong practitioner to read this
book, as it is intended for anyone interested in energetics and lay spirituality.

•

Book enriched with 20 color illustrations and a thematic index.

« A book that one tastes, savors in delectation of a source that fills the thirst if one is a seeker.
The author is the founder of a publishing house focused on spirituality. His knowledge is
delivered in a clear way to all seekers. A bedside book to stay awake. The reading demonstrates
the importance of emotions. Identify them, welcome them and let them flow through us in
order to transform these energies into more subtle energy. » - Avis Babelio

• 18,50 € •

• 04-2020 •

• 355 pages •

• 17,8 x 12,7 cm •

• Lionel Cruzille •
Lionel Cruzille was born in 1976 near Paris. After several years spent in the
emergency departments of Parisian hospitals, he changed his life and pursued his
inner quest. His meeting with Arnaud Desjardins in 2005 marked an important
turning point. His essays address a spirituality beyond religion, like the teachings
he received.
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Il suffit d’un espoir

Four years of captivity in the desert. Sophie
Pétronin tells her story for the first time.

Il suffit

Il suffit d’un espoir

d’un espoir

ANTHONY FOUCHARD

ANTHONY
FOUCHARD

Never has the
backstage of a
hostage case been
so documented.

Anthony Fouchard

20 mai 2021
18 euros
400 pages
145 x 220

Christmas 2016
Sophie Pétronin has lived in Mali for
twenty years. In charge of an
orphanage, she is kidnapped by
jihadists. Very quickly Sébastien, her
son, manager of a brewery, is plunged
into an atmosphere worthy of The
Office of Legends. He imposes himself
as an intermediary between the State
and the kidnappers.
Officially, France does not negotiate
with the terrorists. But the French
authorities will let Sébastien, a simple
citizen, try to talk with the jihadists by
paying his expenses (plane tickets,
hotels, chauffeur car, etc.).

friends, the two men set out on the
tortuous trail of the hostage. The
journalist records the trips, the missed
appointments, the twists and turns
and the procrastination of the French
authorities.

Summer 2017
Anthony
Fouchard,
RFI's
correspondent
in
Mali,
brings
Sébastien Pétronin the first video
proof that his mother is alive. Now

is a freelance journalist and member of the Youpress collective.
He was a correspondent in the Central African Republic (2014-2016) and then in Mali
(2016-2018) for Radio France Internationale, France 24 and the newspaper Le Monde. He
followed Sebastien Pétronin for several years to tell the inside story of a son's relentless
fight to save his mother.

Anthony Fouchard
L’HISTOIRE DE SOPHIE PÉTRONIN, RESTÉE CAPTIVE 3 ANS
ET 9 MOIS DANS LE DÉSERT, LIBÉRÉE À 75 ANS
LES ARÈNES

14/04/2021 17:32

October 2020
Sophie Pétronin is released.
She spends weeks with Anthony
Fouchard to give an exclusive
testimony: four years of captivity in
the desert and the desperate search
for her son. A story rich in human
stories and dramatic episodes.
The story of a detention of 1384 days
in the desert.
Secret defense documents.
The
intervention of Barkhane forces in the
Sahel.

• Morgane Stankiewiez •

How to tell stories

• How to tell stories •
Here, the writer is considered a genius with an innate talent. In the United States, on the other hand,
writing is seen as a craft that simply requires method and hard work. In this writing guide, I will share my
approach, somewhere between these two extremes. We’ll discuss the heart of stories, their soul, and how to
create characters and plots that fit you and captivate readers. We’ll also talk about story structure and more
technical aspects, useful for understanding the possibilities of this art. Simplicity and honesty will be at the
heart of your approach throughout your journey. This is what will allow you to complete a first novel and,
in so doing, to become a writer.

•
•
•
•
•

A writing guide for young authors looking for advice and ideas on how to start,
finish or improve their first novel.
Morgane Stankiewiez shares her experience, both in writing and in publishing,
in a simple way and with modern and current examples.
Sara Pintado and Cécile Pommereau complement these elements with their
own writing experience.
Both the content and the form of the novel are addressed, with essential themes
such as the structure of the story, the development of the characters, the
emotions and values transmitted in the story.
Over 1,500 sales

• 15 € •

• 09-2019 •

• 216 pages •

• 14,8 x 21 cm •

